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NewPerformanceStandardsin Microwave
SpectrumAnalysis
Low-levelmicrowavesignals not prevtouslyidentifiable
with spectrum analyzerscan be measuredup to 22 GHz
with the aid of thisnew analyzer'slow phasenoise, 1)-Hz
bandwidth,and high sensitivity.
by Siegfried H. Linkwitz

DVANCING TECHNOLOGY NOW makes it possible for a spectrum analyzer designed for the microwave frequency range (above 1, GHz) to achieve
the same frequency and amplitude accuracies as the best
of those designed for lower frequencies.
In the past, spectrum analyzers designed for the microwave range had iimited accuracy for the measurement of
an unknown signal's frequency, and were unable to resolve
closely spaced spectral components. These limitations
existed because of the difficulty of determining the exact
frequency of the wideband voltage-tuned microwave local
oscillator used for frequency conversion and because of the
local oscillator'sinherent instability.
A new microwave spectrum analyzer, Model 8566A
IFig. 1], incorporates new solutions to these problems,
b r i n g i n g t o t h e m i c r o w a v e r e g i o n t h e p e r f o r m a n c ef o r m e r l y
a s s o c i a t e do n l y w i t h h i g h - g r a d e s p e c t r u m a n a l y z e r s d e signed for lower frequencies. The performance of the new

Model 8566,{ is such that it is possible,for example, to
measure the frequency of a 20-GHz signal with +32-Hz
accuracy. Furthermore, the new analyzer's stability and low
p h a s en o i s e a l l o w t h e u s e o f a 1 0 - H z r e s o l u t i o n b a n d w i d t h
t h r o u g h o u t i t s e x t r e m e l y w i d e 1 0 0 - H z - t o - 2 2 - G H zi n p u t
range, enabling for the first time the resolution of close-in,
p o w e r - l i n e r e l a t e d s i d e b a n d so n a m i c r o w a v e s i g n a l ( F i g .
2).
To achieve frequency accuracy in this instrument, frequency synthesis techniques are used to establish the start
frequency of a sweep very accurately, and a "lock-and-roll"
technique then allows smooth continuous tuning acrossthe
sweep. A self-calibrating discriminator-stabilized swept
oscillator technique, described in the article beginning on
page 13, obtains the low phase noise and residual FM required to meet the stringent requirements of narrowband
frequency sweeping (spans as narrow as 100 Hz) while also
a l l o w i n g t h e i n s t r u m e n t t o m a k e v e r y w i d e s w e e p s( u p t o 2 0

Fig. 1. The Hewlett-Packard
Model 8566A SpectrumAnalyzer
haqa f rcntenr:.v
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Fig.2. Spectrum display of an IB-GHz signalmade by the
Model 8566A Spectrum Analyzer with a 1)-Hz resolution
bandwidth across a frequency scan of 600 Hz. The L marker
(ilghtmost brightened dot) is positioned on a 60-Hz linerelated sideband that is 50 dB below the carrier. Until now,
thishigh degreeof resolution,made possibleby thelow phase
noise and 1)-Hz resolutionbandwidth of the 8566A,had not
been availablein microwaveslectrum analvzers.
GHz wide).
Unprecedented flatness in the new analyzer's frequency
response was made possible by extensive use of microcircuit technology. Ideally, front-end circuit elements should
be small compared to the wavelength of the input signal so
the elements will behave as lumped circuit constants even
at the highest frequencies encountered. The front end of a
microwave spectrum analyzer, however, has to process signals of extremely short wavelengths, e.9., 15 mm at 20 GHz.
Consequently, the input preselector filter of the new
analyzer was integrated with the input mixer to achieve the
response flatness desired, as will be described in the article
beginning on page B.

MicroprocessorControl
Similar in organization to the 100-Hz-to-1500-MHz
Model 8568,\ Spectrum Analyzer,l the new Model 8566A
uses microprocessors for instrument control, for display
data processing, and for operation on the HP interface bus
(HP-IB).* A block diagram is shown in Fig. 3. As is commonly done in spectrum analyzers, the input signal goes
through a series of frequency conversions to a fixed IF
frequency (2L.a MHz) where the resolution bandwidth filtering takes place. The first local oscillator is swept so the
individual frequency components of the input signal are
heterodyned one by one into the 21.4 MHz slot for subsequent detection and display on the frequency scale of the
CRT display.
The detected video signal is sampled and stored digitally
with L000 x 1000-point resolution for repetitive read-out by
the display circuits. The video detector includes a "rosenfell" detector2that enables the display circuits to present a
more accurate reconstruction of the video sisnal than is
'Hewlett-Packard's
implementation
488-1978.
ol ANSI/IEEE
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usually achieved with digital storage of spectrum analyzer
signal traces.
Microprocessor control led to the implementation of
operating features that are especially useful for a microwave analyzer. For example, the instrument can sweep
over its entire 100-Hz-to-Z}-GHz frequency range without
requiring the operator to be concerned with the four
bandswitching points. For all frequency spans, the manual
tuning control requires the same number of turns (1lz) to
move a signal across the display, an especially convenient
feature in view of the wide range of frequency spans offered,
from 100 Hz Io 2o GHz. A signal track mode maintains a
drifting signal identified by a marker at center screen by
automatically retuning the analyzer. The frequency of the
drifting signal is also displayed continuously
Digital storage of a spectrum enables flicker-free viewing
even though the instrument may sweep slowly. Digital
storage also allows comparisons of two spectra and other
data manipulations, such as normalizing a trace (subtracting errors stored during a calibration sweep). With the
analyzer's HP-IB port connected to a desktop computer, the
stored data can be reformatted in the computer and then
displayed in the new format on the analyzer's CRT.
Under computer control, thb analyzer can be used for
complicated or time-consuming measurement routines
with minimum operator involvement. It can also interact
through the HP-IB with other instrumentation such as plotters and signal generators. It is thus ideally suited for automatic component test of amplifiers, mixers, and oscillators, as well as for such tasks as spectrum searches for RFI
or unknown, intermittent signals. Every front-panel function can be programmed through the HP-IB and additional
functions are provided to simplify the data handling between a controller and the instrument.
Quiet, Accurate, Local Oscillator
The capability of resolving low-level signals that Iie close
to a large signal is a function of the phase noise characteristics of the local oscillator as well as of the analyzer's filter
bandwidth and shape factor. The local oscillator's phasenoise characteristicswill be impressed on any signal on the
spectrum display and could mask the smaller of two signals. To minimize this effect, the synthesized local oscillator of the 85664 was designed for outstanding spectral
purity. For example, noise sidebands for input signals up to
5.8 GHz are more than B0 dB below the signal carrier in a
1O-Hz bandwidth at 32O Hz offset from the carrier.
Like other microwave oscillators, the new analyzer's
local oscillator has a limited tuning range (2-6 GHz)
whereas frequency spans of several gigahertz are desirable
for microwave spectrum analysis. In addition, the YIGtuned oscillator commonly used as a local oscillator in
microwave spectrum analyzers can be set to a given frequency with an accuracy no better than a few megahertz
because of nonlinearities in the magnetic tuning structure.
However, for steady-state outputs, much better accuracy
can be achieved by phase-locking the oscillator to a known
harmonic of a stable lower-frequency reference. This principle is applied to the sweeping local oscillator of the
85664 by initially phase-locking the oscillator to a start
frequency accurately synthesized from a stable reference,

3621 MHz
lF/Display
IOOHz-22 cHz
Input
321 MHz

Front Panel
HP.IB
BF/IFModule
Display
LO-Synthesizer

lffi
<5 MHz

>5 MHz

tAlcirrato,s

Sweep Voltage

ACLU: Amplitier-Coupter-Load Unit
BPF: Bandpass Filter
CIA: Coupler-lsolator Amplitier

LpF: Low-pass Filter
yTO: ytc-Tuned Osciilator
YTX: ylc-Tuned Mixer

Fig.3. Sinplified block diagram of the Model 85664 Spectrum Analyzer.Detailed descriptions
of the front end and the synthesized first local oscillatorwitl be found in the articles that follow.
then opening the phase-lock loop while retaining the corrected tuning voltage on a storage capacitor, and adding a
precision linear ramp to the tuning voltage to sweep the
frequency.
Ifthe selected frequency span exceeds the tuning range of
the YIG oscillator, the sweep stops at the end of the tuning
range, a new start frequency at the lower edge ofthe oscillator's range is synthesized, and the sweep continues using
the oscillator's next higher harmonic. Known as the "lockand-roll" technique, this occurs under microprocessor control without any intervention on the part of the operator.
The lock-and-roll approach is used in the 85664 for frequency spans as narrow as L00 Hz and as wide as 22GHzover eight decades of span width. An internal, ovencontrolled, 10-MHz, crystal frequency standard with a stability of one part in 10e per day establishes the basic accuracy of the synthesizer. The start frequencies are synthesized with a resolution of one hertz, and the sweep
contributes an error of less than 1% of span width to the
resulting stop frequencies, e.g., -+1 Hz for the 100-Hz span.
This level of accuracy has not been available for microwave
spectrum analysis in the past.
The exceptional stability of the local oscillator allows the
use of a 10-Hz resolution bandwidth. Microwave signals,
however, often do not have the frequency stability to permit
measurements in a 10-Hz bandwidth. Therefore. a wide
range of bandwidths is provided in the 8566A so an optimum bandwidth is available for any measuring situation.
These range up to 3 MHz in a 1 - 3 - 10 sequence. With this
large number of bandwidths to choose from, sweep time can
be minimized since sweep time is generally constrained by
the selected bandwidth (the sweep time must be slow

enoughto allow the resolution bandwidth filters to respond
to changesin signal level, the allowed time being inversely
proportional to the square of the bandwidth).
Sensitivity, Flatness, Distortion
In a broadband receiver such as a spectrum analyzer,a
compromisemust inevitably be made between sensitivity,
frequency-response
flatness,and distortion causedby overloading the input mixer. For the 2-Io-22-GHzinput frequency range,a YlG-tuned preselectingfilter in the Bb66A
improves distortion performanceby attenuating large signals lying outsidethe frequencyrangeof interest.However,
the presenceof such a filter can degradeflatnessbecauseof
standing waves that develop as a result of impedance mismatchesbetweenthe filter and the input mixer. In the past,
the solution to this problem was to insert attenuation between the two components.This, however, causeda loss of
sensitivity.
Another way to avoid this problem is to keepthe length of
transmission line between the filter and the mixer much
shorter than one-quarter wavelength at the highest frequencyof interest,i.e.,much lessthan 3 mm at 22GHz.This
is done in the 85664 by integrating the filter and mixer in a
single unit using microcircuit technology.As a result, flatness is better than 'r2.2 dB up to 20 GHz and no lossy
padding is required. Although the lower conversion efficienc! of harmonic mixing degradessensitivity, sensitivity
aI 22 GHz is still betterthan -114 dBm (the highestharmonic used is the fourth).
For the frequency range from 'l,OOHz to 2.5 GHz, the
instrument uses a broadband single-balancedmixer preceded by a low-passfilter. This gives a sensitivity of -te+
AUGUST1979HEwLETT-pAcKARD
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SUMMARY SPECIFICATIONS
HP Model 8566A Spectrum Analyzer
30

Frequency
RANGE:
100 Hz to 22 GHz.
2 GHz to 22 GHz Dreselected.
'lOOHz
to 22 GHz sweepin SINGLESWEEPmode.
RESOLUTION:3-dBbandwidthsof 10 Hz to 3 MHz in a 1-3-10sequence.
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S p a n s < 5 M H z : t ( z h o f f r e q u e n c ys p a n + 1 0 H z + l r e q u e n c y r e f e r e n c e
error x center frequency).
Zero Span: a frequency referenceerror x center frequency
FREQUENCYSPAN:
t1% of indicatedseparationfor spans <5 MHz.
t3% of indicatedseparationtor spans >5 MHz.
IVABKERS:Same as Center Frequency.
SPECTRALPURITY:Noise sidebands<80 dB below signal,320 Hz offset, 100 Hz to
5.8 GHz tunedfrequency(tundamentalmixing)with 1O-Hzresolutionbandwidth.
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FREQUENCYRESPONSEUNCERTAINTY(FLATNESS):
10.6 dB, 100 Hz lo 2.5 GHz.
! 1 . 7 d 8 , 2 . 5 G H z t o 1 2 . 5G H z .
!2.2 dB, 12.5GHz to 20 GHz.
t3 dB, 20 GHz lo 22 GHz
1 M H z COMPARISON
(resulting
for comparfromoneofthetollowing
techniques
UNCERTAINTY
ing the unknownsignalwith the calibrator):
REPOSITIONING
SIGNALTO CALIBRATIONLEVEL:t 1.2 dB'.
13.2 dB'.
USING |\4ABKEFI:

Typical Single Sideband Noise Normalized lo I Hz BW"
60

Amplitude
BANGE: 134 dBm to +30 dBm (32 nV to 7.07 volts,50O). Displayed10,5,2, or 1 dBl
linearscale.
divisionor linearon a 1o-division
DYNAMICFANGE
DISTORTION:
SECOND-HARMONIC
- -80 dBc, '1OO
Hz to 700 MHz I
4u otrm mrxerrever
- -70 dBc.Too MHz to 2.5 GHz
|
< 100 dBc, 2.OGHz lo 22 GHz -10 dBm mixer level
DISTORTION:
THIBD-ORDERINTERMODULATION
THIRD.ORDERIM INTERCEPT:
. . . . l | 7 d B m , l O OH z l o 5 . 8 G H z .
^
upecrneol
+ 5 d B m .5 . 8 G H z t o 1 8 . 6c H z .
( +12 dBm. l00 Hz to 5.8 GHz.
Typical' { +10 dBm, 5.8 GHz to 18.6GHz.
[ +5 dBm. 18.6to 22 GHz.
IMAGEAND N,IULTIPLE
RESPONSES:<-70 dBc. 100 Hz to 18.6 GHz.
For 10-HzresolutionBW:
AVEHAGENOISELEVEL(SENSITIVITY):
134 dBm, 1 l\rHzto 2.5 GHz.
132 dBm,2 GHz to 5.8 GHz.
-125 dBm, 5.8 GHz lo 12.5 GHz.
- 1 1 9 d B m . 1 2 . 5G H z t o 1 8 . 6G H z .
114 dBm, 18.6 GHz to 22 GHz.
ACCURACY:l\4easurement
accuracyis a functionof technique.The lollowingsourcesfor
uncertainly can be summed to determine achievable accuracy (at constant ambaent
temperature,assumingthe error correctionfunclionand preselectorpeak have been
and measurement).
controlchangesbetweencalibration
used,and avoidingunnecessary
CALIBRATORUNCEFTAINTY:t0.3 dB.
'Typical,non-warranted
performanceparametersuselulin applyingthe instrumenl.
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Sweep
SWEEPTIME: 20 ms full span to 1500s full span.Zero FrequencySpan,1 r.s full sweep
(ol display)lo 1500 s full sweep.

Input
RF INPUT: 100 Hz to 22 GHz, 50(l dc coupled.PrecisionType N female.Diode limiter
100 Hz to 2 5 GHz. Preselected
2.Oto 22 GHz.
MAXIMUMINPUTLEVEL
AC: +30 dBm ( 1 watt) continuouspower.
DC: <100 mA currenldamagelevel.
ATTENUATOR:70-dBrangein '1o-dBsteps.

Outputs
FIRST LOCAL OSCILLATOR:2.3GHz to 6.1 GHz;>+5 dBm inlo 50(1.
DfSPLAY:X, Y, and Z oulputslor auxiliaryCRT display.
RECORDER:Horizontalsweepoutput(X),videooutput(Y),and penlirublanking
output(Z)
to drive an X-Y recorder.

InstrumentStateStorage
Up to 6 sets of user delinedcontrolsettingsmay be savedand recalled

dBm, a flatness of +0.6 dB, and a third-order intermodulation intercept point of +7 dBm for closely-spaced signals.
The input signal is automatically switched to the appropriate mixer by the microprocessor according to the frequency span selected.
The combination of high-performance analog circuit
components and internal data handling by microprocessors
has resulted in a spectrum analyzer that sets new standards
for measurement capability and user convenience in the
microwave frequency range.
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Remote Operation
All analyzercontrolsettings(withthe exceptionof videotriggerlevel,focus,align,intensity,
frequencyzero,ampliludecal,and linepower)may be programmed
via the Hewlett-Packard
InterfaceBus IHP-lB).

General
E N V I R O N M E N T A L :O p e r a t i o n 0 ' C t o 5 5 ' C . < 9 5 o / . r e t a t i v e h u m i d i r v , O " C t o
40'c.
EMI: Conductedand radiatedinterference
is withinthe requirements
of CE 03 and RE 02
of MIL STD 461A,and withinthe requirements
ol VDE 0871 and CtSpR publication11.
WARM-UPTIME
OPERATION:Requires30 minutewarm-upfrom cold start,O.to 55.C. Internaltemperature equilibriumis reachedatter 2 hr. warm-upat stableoutsidetemperature.
FREQUENCYREFERENCE:Aging rate atlainedallet 24 hr. warm-uplrom cotdstartat
25"C.Frequencyis within 1 x 1O-o of linal stabilizedfrequencywithin30 minutes.
POWER BEOUIREMENTS:50 to 60 Hz; 100,'12O,22Oor 240 votts (+5olo,-1}yo)t approximately650 VA (40 VA in standby).400 Hz operationavailable.
W E I G H T5
: 0 k g ( 1 1 2l b ) .
DfMENSfONS:280 mm H x 426 mm W x 600 mm D (1 1 x 163/4x 231/2in).
PRICElN U.S.A.:$47,500.400-Hzoperation,add $400.
MANUFACTURINGDIVISION:SANTA ROSA DIVISION
1400 FountainGrove Parkway
Santa Rosa.Calitornia95404 U.S.A.

electronic test tools for the YTX production; Rex Bullinger,
for the HP-IB interface; Lynn Wheelwright, for his support
in developing the digital control system, and Dee Humpherys and his design team for the development of the
IF/display section.
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BroadbandInput Mixersfor a Microwave
SpectrumAnalyzer
by John C. Lamy and Frank K. David

O PROVIDE THE USER with state-of-the-art spectrum analyzer performance over a broad range of
frequencies,a dual front-end approach was chosen
I
for the Model 8566A SpectrumAnalyzer. The input section
has two independent heterodyne conversion channels: a
2-to-22 GHz YlG-preselected harmonic mixer chain, and a
up-down converterchain. As indicated
100-Hz-to-2.S-GHz
in Fig. 1, these alternativepaths are selectedautomatically
by a mechanical relay that is under control of a microprocessor.
The dual approachwas chosenbecausepresent-dayYIG
technology, which provides the analyzer's spurious-free
microwave performance, is not applicable at lower frequencies. The use of two techniques enablestop performance over the full too-Hz-to-22-GHzoperating range of

*{e*

<

the instrument.
2-to-22-GHzBand
The 2-to-22-GHzband on the 8566A is a modern implementation of a classical concept: a multiconversion
heterodynereceiverwith a broadbandinput mixer. Much of
the system's performance depends on the input mixer,
which converts the input signal frequency to a fixed IF.
When the frequencyof the sweeping local oscillator (YTO)
equalsthe input signal plus or minus the first IF, a response
is generatedin the IF detector.The responseappearsas a
pulse on the display, which sweepsin synchronism with
the LO as the LO sweepsthe signal past the IF.
The broadband front-end mixer traditionally reduces to
an extremely simple piece of hardware: a single diode in a
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structure made small compared to the wavelength of the
s i g n a l .L O . a n d l F f r e q u e n c i e s .
Simple? Yes, except that there is a great deal more involved than appears on the surface. Four kinds of unwanted
responses are generated along with the wanted response:
those resulting from image frequencies, multiples (frequencies that beat with harmonics of the LOJ, out-of-band
signals, and signal harmonics. The traditional solution to
the problem is to precede the input mixer with a tunable
narrow-band filter that tracks the frequency tuning of the
analyzer. This suppressesthe unwanted responses but
trades off performance becauseof the impedance mismatch
between the preselector filter and the mixer. The mismatch
causes standing waves to develop on the transmission line
between them, introducing substantial variations in the
analyzer's frequency response.The solution to that problem
has been to insert attenuation between the preselector and
the mixer, which results in some loss of sensitivity.
In short, the preselector eliminates unwanted responses
but forces a trade-off between flatness and sensitivity, two
key performance characteristics of the analyzer.
The YIG-Tuned Mixer
This trade-off was eliminated in the 8566A by integrating
the mixer diode with the YIG-tuned preselector such that
there is essentially zero line length between them. The
complete structure is called the YlG-tuned mixer, or YTX.
Operation of the high-band front-end system can be
explained with reference to Fig. 1. The 2-to-6-GHz swept
LO signal is applied to the ACLU (amplifier-coupler-load

Tuning Currenl

unit) where it is amplified and leveled by a saturating FET
amplifier. It is then coupled to the main line where it travels
to the YTX diode, switching the diode on and off. The on-off
ratio (conduction angle) is controlled by the dc bias applied
through the bias port of the ACLU. Different conduction
angles are chosen for the various harmonics of the LO,
enabling operation to 22 GHz.
Three YIG spheres with their coupling loops form the
YTX bandpass filter, as shown in Fig. 2. The filter is tuned
to the analyzer's instantaneous frequency by varying the
applied magnetic field. An input signal passing through the
filter is alternately transmitted and reflected back by the
mixer diode as the diode switches on and off. Frequencies
above 2 GHz in the transmitted part terminate in the 500
resistor of the ACLU. The 321-MHz IF generated at the
mixer diode passes through the ACLU tuned circuit and
into the IF section. Because of the preselector, it is not
necessaryto use a relatively high first IF to space the image
frequency far enough from the desired signal to make it easy
to deal with, another advantage of the preselector approach.
The YTX is designed to mix on the first through fourth
harmonics of the LO. The control microprocessor selects
the appropriate harmonic so the harmonic bandwitching is
lransparentto the user.
Design Considerations
Although the use of microcircuitry solved the major probIems, there were others that had to be dealt with. The first
was how to guarantee 70-dB rejection of unwanted signals.
A rule of thumb in YIG filter design is that each resonator
sphere can contribute about 25 dB ofstopband isolation, so
three spheres seemed to be about right. But then, how do
you guarantee that all three spheres are subject to the same
magnetic field intensity as the intensity is varied over a
1O-to-1range? The error can be no more than 1 part in 2000,
equivalent to a tuning error of 10 MHz, or one-half the
preselector 3-dB bandwidth at a center frequency of 20 GHz.
Sincethe H field is controlledby the 1.35-mm (0.0s4-inch)
g a p i n t h e e i e c t r o m a g n e t a, l l 2 O O Oe r r o r i s l e s st h a n O . 7 5p m
(30 millionths of an inch) of pole-face nonparallelism, virtually impossible to hold in production since it would be
the sum of machining tolerances in three relatively large
pieces of steel.
The usual way to maintain acceptable parallelism in a
multi-sphere structure has been to shim the pieces with
tape at strategic points. The way used for the YTX is to
intentionally grind the pole faces with a slight tilt and then,
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Precision Assembly of a YIG-Tuned
Mixer
Examinationof the YIG-tunedmixerfor the Model 8566ASpectrum
Analyzerindicatedthat it could not be manufacturedby traditional
manufacturingmethods.To maintainthe designer'sintentwhile
achievingefficientfixturingit was concludedthat the engineerwho
did the mechanicaldesignof the YTXshouldalsodevelopthetooling
for manufacturing.In this way, it would be possibleto avoid the
problemsthatoccurwhen a manufacturing
engineerdevelopsconcepts that differfrom the design engineer's.This placed a heavy
burdenon the designengineeras the assemblyfixturingwas constantlybeingevaluatedand changed,but it paid off in thatthe final
designwas nicelymanufacturable.
A photographot the interiorof the YTXis shown in Fig. 1. The main
part is the circularpiecewiththe threeholeswherethe YIGspheres
are located.This part is molded of Fiberiteand then gold-plated.The
D-shapedpart surroundingit is made of copper for good heat conduction.The smallmicrocircuitat the upper rightcorneris a heater
and the deviceat the lowerrightcornerwherethe flyinglead connects is a thermistor.The heatermaintainsthe YIG spheresat a
can be held conso theirtemperature
slightlyelevatedtemperature
in the ambient.
stantduringfluctuations

from berylliumcopper, obtainingsturdy partswith a toleranceof *5
p.m (0.0002inch) and excellentrepeatability.These are checked in
the assemblyareawithan opticalcomparatorjust beforeassembly.
Molding on the Production Line
Moldingof the dielectricfor the coaxialsectionspresentedsome
special problems.Injectionmoldingwas consideredbut rejected
becauseof the fragilityof the coax parts (there is a 665-to-172-pm
and the fearthat the air-filledmicrobalcenterconductortransition)
loonsrequiredto obtainthe correctdielectricconstantcould separatefromthe resinand fillerswhenexposedto restrictedflow under
high pressure.Toolingwas developedthat would allowthe center
conductor to be insertedand positionedaccuratelyafter the outer
sectionis filledwith the dielectricin a plasticstate.The assembled
unit is then cured in a pressurevesselto minimizeany expansionof
Afterthe curing,
trappedair due to the elevatedcuringtemperature.
the lead lengthsand excessepoxy are trimmed,and then the coax
to assureits
assemblyis tested with a timb-domainreflectometer
All oi theseoperationsare performedin the frnalasacceptability.
of the tolerancesdesired.
semblyarea to assuremaintenance
Special Soldering Techniques
A key elementin the mountingof the very smallpartswas the use of
soldercream (soldergranulessuspendedin flux). lt is used as a
liquid preformthat enabled us to solder parts that could not be
means.
solderedby conventional
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Fig. 1. Internal vi ew of the YIGlu ned mrx er (YTX). The circuIar
part that hasthe three holesfot the YlG spheresls only9 mm tn
diameter.
Thethermalcircuitto the threeYIGspheresis completedby metal
clamp circuits,shown
rodsthatare held in cylindricalspring-loaded
protrudingfrom the D ring. The rod ends are accessiblethrough
plug-holesin the externalmagnetstructureso, with the magnetsin
place,the rodscan be rotatedand movedaxiallyto findthe position
for best temperaturecompensation,This adjustabilityis obtained
goodthermalcontact.Theclampsarefirmenough
whilemaintaining
to obviatethe needlor any additionalclampingdeviceor cementlo
preventmovementduringshock and vibration.
TheYIGspherecouplingloopsarejustvisiblein the photo.Only50
pm (0.002inch)thick,thesehaveto be dimensioned
and positioned
very precisely.Forexample,the distancebetweena loop and a YIG
spheremust not vary by more than 25 prm(0,001inch).lt would be
very diflicultfor even a highlyskilledpersonto form and posltion
theseloopswiththe precisionrequired.Thisproblemwas solvedby
chemicalmillingtechniquesto mill the loops
using state-otthe-art
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Fig. 2, Cross-sectionof the YTX

It became apparentthat solderingthe entirestructureat one time
was impractical,so some means had to be found that would allow
solderingwithoutreflowingpreviously-made
solderjoints,The solutionwas to use solderswithhighermeltingtemperatures
for the early
operations.As a result,it is possibleto solderthe coax sectionsto the
assembledcentral unit during final operations,obtaininga wellbondedgroundingstructure.
Thermal Design of the Magnet
A majorobjectivewas to providea constant,uniformmagneticflux
underall environmental
conditions.A cross-section
of the magnetic
structurewith the Y|G-sphereassemblyin place is shownin Fig 2.
The poletips of the magnetare made of a materialthat has a different
thermal expansion ratio from the main body so the magnet gap
remainsconstantdespjtechangesin the ambienttemperature.
However,some short{erm differentialheatingof the magnet occurs wheneverthe tuningcoil currentis changedwith the greatest
changeoccurringat the highend of the YIGtuningrangewherethe
poorthermal
currentis proportionately
high.Becauseof the relatively

with the structure assembled, use a desktop computer test
program that indicates to the test technician how much the
pole pieces should be rotated with respect to each other
around their common axis so the tilt in one pole face will
match the tilt in the other (Fig. 3). The computer controls
test instruments that make frequency response curves as the
filter is tuned throughout the 2-to-22-GHz range. Misalignment of the pole faces causes the frequency response
curves to have three humps. The technician measures the
frequency separation between adjacent humps and enters
this value into the computer, which then calculates the
amount of rotation required to bring the pole faces into
alignment. Usually, one pass is sufficient to achieve virtually perfect parallelism. This procedure takes less than 15
minutes.
A second problem concerned the impedance match looking from the diode toward the ACLU load where the input
signals would normally terminate. To meet our flatness
goals, the return loss had to exceed 20 dB over the entire
2-to-22-GHz range. Although this can be done up to 6 GHz,
it is unrealistic to expect this performance of the SMA
connector pairs used for the connections, not to mention the
transitions from coax to microstrip and so on. To surmount
this problem, the YTX uses polyiron-loaded dielectric in a
specially designed molded coax assembly (Fig. 2). The
polyiron is losslessat the IF and LO frequencies,but above 6
GHz it becomes lossy and acts as a good termination to
signals above 12 GHz, giving outstanding flatness.
Amplif ier/Coupler/Load Unit
Of the several functions that the amplifier/coupler/load
unit (ACLU) performs, its contribution to the high-band
flatness is most noteworthy.
First, it provides a relatively constant LO power to the
YTX's single-diode harmonic mixer. For some harmonics,
the mixer's conversion efficiency is a function of the diode's
conduction angle, and the conduction angle changes with
changing LO power level. The FET amplifier in the ACLU
operates in a saturated mode, and therefore provides gain
compression that greatly reduces the YTO power variations
that exist unit-to-unit and as a function of freouencv and

conductivityof the nickel-ironalloysused, a temperaturegradient
would exist betweenthe poles and the main body since the outside
surfacedissipatesheatmorereadilythanthe polefaces.Thisresults
in changesin the gap spacing,hencein theYIGtuning.Thisproblem
was minimizedby installingaluminumdiscs betweenthe polefaces
and the outerring as shownin Fig.2. Theseserveas thermalshort
circuits betweenthe pole faces and the magnet body reducing the
differential
heatingby a factorof 10 (a singleslotcut radiallyin each
disc preventsthe formationof eddy currents).Residualshorl-term
temperaturedifferentials
are compensatedfor by the microprocessor
controlsystem(see box, page 15).
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temperature. The amount of gain compression is shown in
Fig. a,
The second contribution to flatness is the isolation and
match that the coupler load portion of the ACLU provides
for the signal input to the YTX. Input signals in the 2-to2 2 - G H z r a n g eg o i n t o t h e Y T X , m i x i n t h e d i o d e , a n d t h e n g o
into the ACLU. If any significant portion of this signal
reflects off the ACLU's input and returns to the YTX, ripple
will be produced in the YTX's conversion efficiency. This
doesn't happen, due in part to the isolation from the
amplifier's output provided by the coupler, and also to the
termination provided by the 50O thin-film resistor. The
50f) resistor is ac-coupled to ground through the 16-pF
capacitor (seeFig. 1) such that it terminates frequencies of2
GHz on up, but allows 321.MHz to exit the IF port with only
small loss (about 3 dB). The 16-pF capacitor and some
thin-film inductors provide a 321-MHz tuned matching
network to match the nominal 50O IF impedance to the
series combination of the 50O resistor and the mixing diode
in the YTX (a combination of approximately 150O).
Power
dBm
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tt+10
FET
Amplifier
Output

I

LO Power
to
YTX

Fig.4. Variationstn the local osctllatorpower supplied to the
mixerdiode are compressedby operatingthe FETamp[fierin
a saturatedmode.
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0-to-2.5-GHz Band
As shown in Fig. 1, the ACLU is the supplier of local
oscillator power for both frequency bands. To remove the
problem of image response in the 0-to-2.S-GHz band, a
double frequency conversion is performed on the input
signal. First there's an up-conversion to a fixed 3.6-GHz IF
and then, after some filtering, a down-conversion to a
321-MHz IF.
Although the image response is effectively removed by
this technique, the added components compound the problem of trying to fit maximum performance into minimum
space. This problem was kept in check by using thin-film
technology and a high degree of integration of components.
Microcircuit technology is used in the assembly of the limiter, first converter, second converter, and ACLU.
Limiter
The limiter's function is to reduce the burn-out susceptibility of the first-converter mixing diodes from an overload
at the input. It does this very well for CW input powers
between 1 milliwatt (onset of limiting action) to 10 watts.
When not limiting, the device is virtually transparent to the
incoming signal (loss <1 dB, VSWR <1..25).A back-to-back
diode arrangement eliminates the need for dc blocks or
returns allowing the limiter to operate to very low frequencies, even dc.

First Converter
The first converter is designed to achieve a good balance
of flatness, low distortion, and conversion efficiency. Because the frequency response and distortion characteristics
in the 0-to-2.S-GHz range are determined primarily by the
first converter's conversion flatness and distortion, these
parameters were optimized in a trade-off with conversion
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efficiency, giving a flatness of +0.6 dB for the input signal
range of 'tooHzIo 2.5 GHz. For a -3O-dBm input to the first
converter, the harmonic distortion and third-order distortion products are 70 dBc and 90 dBc respectively over the
range of 100 Hz to 700 MHz, which covers the important
communication bands.
Several specific parts of the first converter, shown in Fig.
5, contribute significantly to its good performance. The
planar, edge-coupled, realization of a Marchand balun,l
which carries the LO signal to the diodes, contributes to
good flatness by isolating the signal and IF paths from the
LO port. Distortion is reduced by bringing the LO in on the
broadband, balanced structure. Distortion is further reduced by use of an integrated dual beam-lead diode that has
closely matched parameters for each of the diodes in the
pair. Finally the directional filter is crucial in achieving
good flatness without excessive reduction in conversion
efficiency. This filter passes the 3.6-GHz IF with minimal
insertion loss while providing a good resistive termination
for all of the other frequencies produced in the mixer.
Second Converter
The second converter achieves its function in a small
volume with good efficiency and low phase noise.
The 3.3-GHz VCO in the second converter is a push-pull
two-transistor oscillator using a microstrip horseshoe resonator.2 Typically, microstrip resonators have comparatively low unloaded Q (around 250), and hence are not
noted for particularly low phase noise when used in oscilIators. By optimizing the resonator's dimensions (for
maximum unloaded Q) and by running low bias current in
the transistors (7 mA per transistor) the loaded Q of the
oscillator was improved to the point that at 1 MHz away
from the carrier, phase noise in this oscillator is as low as
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A SynthesizedMicrowaveLocalOscillator
Capability
with Continuous-Sweep
by Larry R. Martin,KennethL. Lange,and StephenT. Sparks
HE FREQUENCYACCURACY and stability of the
Model 85664 SpectrumAnalyzer allows the use of
a resolutionbandwidth of 10 Hz anvwherewithin
the 100-Hz-to-22-GHz range of the instrument. The instrument's accuracy, stability, and sensitivity also give it the
ability to measure microwave frequencies at very low signal levels with an accuracy approaching that of the best
microwave frequency counters. The low phase noise
enables the analyzer to make measurements in the audio
frequency range as well as the RF and microwave ranges,
and in many cases allows it to measure the phase noise of
microwave oscillators directly.
Performance of this caliber requires synthesizer accuracy
in the local oscillators. To achieve this accuracy along with
a sweeping capability, the frequency-conversion chain in
the Model 8566,{ uses seven phase-locked loops, two of

which have direct sweeping capability. A block diagram is
shown in Fig. 1.
When the analyzer's input frequency is in the 0-to-2.5
GHz range where the broadband front end is used, the
instrument operates as a conventional high-IF machine
with a first IF of 3.6214 GHz. A 3.3-GHz source reduces this
IF to a second IF of 321.4 MHz, which is further downconverted by a 300-MHz signal to a final IF of 21.4 MHz.
When the input frequency is in the 2-to-22-GHz range
where the preselector is used, the 321.4-MHz IF becomes
the first IF and the 3.3-GHz source is disabled.
The YTO (YlG-tuned oscillator) loop shown in Fig. 1 is
the final sumrping loop of the synthesizer system that functions as the first local oscillator in both frequency ranges.
The inputs to this loop are a fixed reference frequency from
the M/N loop, a fixed or swept frequency from the lowAUGUST
1979fiEWLETT-pAcKARD
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frequency synthesizer, depending on the sweep range, and
a sweep conirol from the sweep generator, also depending
on the sweep range. The M/N loop provides YTO tuning
steps in 10-MHz increments and the low-frequency synthesizer interpolates between the 10-MHz steps.
Before the start of a frequency scan, the YTO is tuned by a
12-bit digital-to-analog converter (DAC) such that its unlocked frequency lies 20 to 30 MHz below the Nth harmonic
of the M/N loop output. The YTO output is mixed with the
Nth. harmonic and the resulting difference frequency is
applied to a phase-frequency detector, as shown in Fig. 2.
The other input to the phase-frequency detector comes from
the low-frequency synthesizer. When the loop is closed the
output of the phase detector is applied to the YTO tuning
coils, forcing the YTO to track a combination of the M/N
loop and low-frequency synthesizer frequencies.
The output frequency of the M/N loop, which ranges
between 182 and 198 MHz, is defined by the equation:
fvrN : 200 - 10MiN MHz
so the Nth harmonic is 200N-10M. Thus, the frequency of

the YTO loop in the locked condition is:
fyro : 200N - 10M - f11,MHz
where f11",the output of the low-frequency synthesizer,
can be varied between 20 and 30 MHz in 1-Hz steps when
setting a start frequency.
For frequency sweeps greater than 5 MHz, the M/N Ioop
and the low-frequency synthesizer establish a precise start
frequency, as determined by the main control microprocessor in responseto the front-panel or HP-IB inputs. The YTO
control voltage for this frequency is then retained on a
capacitor, the YTO phase-lock loop is opened, and the
sweep voltage is added to the YTO tuning voltage (see Fig.
2). When the frequency sweep is less than 5 MHz, the
frequency sweep is generated within the low-frequency
synthesizer and the YTO remains phase-locked to it and the
M/N loop throughout the sweep.

10-MHzIncrements
The high-purity M/N output originates in a voltagecontrolled oscillator (VCO) that uses the same type of fore-
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Fig.2. YTO(YlGluned oscillator)
control loop locks the YTO to a
combinationof the MIN and lowfrequency-synthesizerloop frequencies.

Some Microprocessor Contributions
to
Spectrum Analyzer Performance
by Michael S. Marzalek
The new Model 8566ASpectrumAnalyzeruses virtuallythe same
digitalhardwareas the Model85684.1Infact,bothinstruments
share
the same lFlDisplayunit,which meansthey are rdenticalfrom the
21-MHzthirdlFon throughthevideodetectorto the displayprocessing circuits.The differences,
fromthe digitalpointof view,are in the
control of the front end and the first and second lF stages.
Becauseof the fundamentaldifferencesbetweenthe analog circuits in the new 85664 and those in the 85684, there were new
opportunities
to usethe powerof microprocessor
controlto enhance
performance,One area in which digitalcontrolcontributesto the
8566A'sperformanceis in helpingthe YTX(YlG-tunedmixer)track
the YTO (YlG-tunedlocal oscillator),
Throughphase-lockingtechniques,the YTO is alwaystuned preciselyat the startof a sweep but,
by necessity,the YTXoperatesopen loop,Delaysbetweenthe actual
frequencyscan and the tuningramp,hysteresisin the tuningmagnets,and self-heating
of the tuningcoilsall contributeto mistracking
of the YTOand the YTX.Since it is necessaryfor the YTXto track the
YTOwithin+10 MHz (3-dBbandwidth)in spiteof step changesas
wide as 22 GHz, methodsof compensatingfor mistuningof the yTX
had to be developed.
Sweep delays are equalizedby resistor-capacitor
time constants
insertedin the fastercircuits.Hysteresiseffectsare compensatedfor
by tuningthe YTXwell belowthe startfrequencybeforethe startof a
sweep so rt approachesthe start frequency from below and continuesupwardsduringthe scan.The decisionmade by the microprocessoron how far to go belowthe startfrequencyand how longto
hold jt there before startingthe sweep is based on the relationship
betweenthe previousfrequencyof the YTXand the new frequency,
Heaiing Effects
The effects of differentialthermal expansion in the YTX tuning
magnet,alreadyreduceda factorof 10 by aluminumthermalshort
circuits(see page 10),are furtherreducedby firmwareroutinesto a
polntwhere they are negligiblefor most applications.
When a frequencychangeis calledfor,the microprocessor
calculatesthe final
temperature,T", that the YTX magnet would arrive at, proportionalto
the power dissipatedin the YTX (T": K,,xf"z,where the center
frequencyf", is proportional
to the coil currentthat causesthe heating).Themicroprocessor
alsostoresa variablethatis indicative
of the
magnet'spresenttemperature,T. At the end of each sweep,the

shortened coaxial cavity resonator as the Model 8672A
Synthesized Signal Generator.l'2To obtain the desired tuning range with a high-Q resonator, the VCO runs at twice the
MiN output frequency, or 364 to 396 MHz. The oscillator
output is mixed with a 400-MHz reference to derive a difference frequency in a range of 4 to 36 MHz (Fig. 3). The mixer
output is amplified and then divideci down in frequency by
the factor M, which ranges from B to 27. This is applied to
one input of a phase-frequency detector. The 20-MHz reference is divided by N and applied to the other input of the
phase-frequency detector, the output of which controls the
VCO. When locked, the VCO frequency must then satisfy
the relationship:

microprocessorthen calculatesa new value of T such that:
T, r- T, + K2 (Tx-TiXts + tp)
where K, is the self-heatingthermal conductivityof the magnet,
t. is the sweeptime, and tp is the nominalend-of-scanprocessing
time.
The microprocessor
then uses T1to calculatea tuning coil currentoffset,applied througha DAC,to compensatefor the short-term
self-heatingeffect. The only restrictionin the application of this
techniqueis that the analyzershouldbe kept sweepingsince it is the
only way the processorhas of keepingtrack of time.
Anothernew functionperformedby the microprocessoris determinatjon of the time required for phase-errortransientsto die down
beforea sweep starts.An examplewill illustratethe need. lf the YTO
were sweeping a S-MHz scan, the narrowestopen-loop scan, a
change in centerfrequencycould causethe frequencyto step over a
point,causingthe YTOto step from one end of its
band-switching
tuningrangeto the other.Thisfrequencystepcould be as largeas 3
GHz,yet the sweep startmust be within2/o oI SMHzor 100 kHzwhen
the sweep starts.The microprocessor,by knowingthe lrequencythe
YTOis comingfrom,the f requencyto whichit is going,and the span
width,calculatesthe time the YTO must be held in the phase-lock
stateto allowtransientsto die downto the pointwherethe frequency
specificationcan be met.
Preselector Peaking
ln cases where a critical level measurementrequiresthe YTX to
be tuned exactlyto a signal'sfrequency,the microprocessor
can
perform a preselectorpeaking routine.This routine is called when
the displaymarkeris positionedon the signalof interestand the
pushbuttonis pressed,Using the offset DAC, the microeRESEL
eEAK
processortunes the YTX to maximizethe amplituderesponseof
the displayed signal and then retainsthe offset. The offset is also
storedalong with the controlsettingswheneverthe SAVE
pushbutton
rs oressed.
Relerence
1. M.S. Marzalekand L.W. Wheelwright,"Developingthe Digital
ControlSystemfor the Model 85684 SpectrumAnalyzer,"HewlettPackardJournal,June 1978.

20/N : (400 _ fy6s)/M MHz
or,
fvco : 4oo - 20 M/N MHz
This is divided by 2 to derive the IWN output frequency:
fvm : 200 - 10 M/N MHz
Since the YTO is locked to the Nth harmonic of this
frequencysuch that:
fyro : 20oN - 1oM -f1;sMHz,
it canbe seenthat the Nth harmonicmovesin 10-MHzsteps
when M is incremented, and 2OO-MHzsteps when N is
incremented.M and N were selectedsuch that N changes
after M steps through its range. Stepping M through its
AUGUST
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Fig. 3. B/ock diagram of MIN looP.

range causes the Nth harmonic to step across 200 MHz in
10-MHz increments.

Interpolation
hasthreeVCOloopsthat
synthesizer
The low-frequency
are interconnected in various ways to enable the analyzer to

scan frequency spans as narrow as 100 Hz with the same
relative accuracy and low phase noise as the broadband
sweeps.This is done with a divide-and-upconvertscheme'
The basic sourceof the low-frequencysynthesizersweep
frequenciesis loop 1 in Fig. 4. It has a 75-150MHz VCO
whose output frequency is divided by 5 to generatean
output in the 15-30MHz range.This output is used directly
by the YTO phase-lockloop for frequency sweepsranging
from 1.00kHz to 5 MHz. In this range,the start frequency is
settablewith 1-kHz resolution.*
For narrower frequency spans,the other two loops come
into play. The loop 1 output is then divided down by a
factor of 5 or L00, depending on the sweep range. Loop 2
servesto up-convert the divided-down sweep frequencyto
a rangebetween160.15and 166 MHz (seeFig. a).
The final frequencytranslationtakesplace in Ioop 3. This
Ioop hasa VCO operatingin a rangeof 199to 300MHz. This
VCO output is applied to a mixer whose other input is the
output of Ioop 2. The difference frequency output of the
mixer is divided by 2 and the result is divided down to
and
5 MHz by a factor Nr, using fractional-Ntechniques,2
'These numbersfor span width and start trequencysettabilityapply when the input lrequency is below 5.8 GHz where LO fundamentalmixing is employed.For higher input
frequencieswhere harmonicmixing is used, the numbersare multipliedby the harmonn
number.Forexample,al 20 GHz (4thharmonicmixing),the spanwidthcan be as wide as 20
MHz with the YTO locked to the lowjrequency synthesizer,and the start frequencyis
settablewith 4-kHzresolution.

Loop 1. Synth$ized Sweepel
0 . 1 - 5M H z
5 - 1 0 0k H z
0 . 1 - 5k H z

Scan Ramp
25 MHz Uax

vCO Number1
75.150MHz

1&30 MHz
1-kHz Resolution
0.1-5MHz Sweeps

frsrso
to YTO Loop

slB

Loop 3. Programmable Translato.

3

3.6 MHr
20GHr Resolulion
0.05-1 MHz Sw€eps

15G300 kHz
10.H2 Resolution
1-50 kHz Sweeps

2
O1
s1A

VCO Number 3
19$300 MHz

N' =3.60-13.97

Translation Mix€r
fa=tr*fr'
t1 Set By Nr.
f2 Set By N2.
Scan RamP,
and Switch SlA.

36-139.7MHz
0.1 MHz Resolution

,12

fils+160 MHz

VCO Number 2
160.15-166MHz

Loop 2. 160-ilHzUp-Converter
isthebasicsourceofafrequency
Fig.4. Thelow-frequencysynthesizerhasthreeloops.Loopl
that is divided down then up-converted by loop 2 and translatedby loop 3 to derive an
appropriatefrequencyfor controlof the YTO.
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A Precision Discriminator with a
Controllable Slope
by StephenT. Sparks
The VCO that generatesprecisionsweeps in the low-frequency
synthesizerof the Model 85664 Spectrum Analyzer is controlled
througha feedbackloop that includesa discriminator(see Fig.4'
page 16).A key characteristicof this discriminatoris that the slopeof
its voltage/frequencyresponsecurve is adjusted by a phase-lock
loop,thus enablinghighlyaccuratenarrowbandsweeps.
A block diagramof the sweep-frequencycontrolsystemis shown
in Fig.1. The discrrminator
is the pulse-count
type in whichthe input
signaltriggersa pulsegenerator,
whichgeneratesa singlepulseof
constantwidth and height for each cycle of the input.These pulses
are integratedto obtain a dc currentthat is proportionalto the input
frequency.
The transfercharacteristicof the discriminatoris characterizedby
the equation:
lz:Kf+B
whereK is the slopeof the responsecurve,f is the inputfrequency,
and B is an olfset (see Fig. 1). A frequencychange Af resultsin an
output change Al that is a functionof K only. In the usual disthe term K is subjectto warm-upand long{ermdriftthat
criminator,
exceedsthe 0.1% accuracydesiredfor the 85664. Therefore,some
precise means of modifying K is needed to maintainaccuracy.

Giventhattwo pointsdeterminethe slopeof a line,fixingtvvopoints
will fix K. In the discriminatordescribed here, care was taken to
reducethe offsetB to negligibleproportions.Thus,the originis one of
the fixed points on the responsecurve.
The second point is fixed during the pre-sweep intervalwhile
phase lock is being established.Duringthis interval,the scan input wherethe sweepramp is appliedis zero (13in Fig. 1). A precise
pre{une current (lo)correspondingto the startfrequencyis fed into
the VCOcontrolloop.The N2 phase-lockloop (Fig.4, page 16),also
programmedto the start frequency,then functionsto adjust current
responsecurveis
sourceI' untillock is achieved.The discriminator
therebyrotatedto the pointwherethe pre{une currentdrivesthe loop
to the desired sta( frequency.This,in effect,sets the second point,
fixing K. The drscriminatorresponse is thus tied to the analyzer's
frequencystandard by way of the 500-kHzreference.
Whenthe scan starts,the voltagethat sets l, is storedin a sampleand-hold,openingthis leg of the phase-lockloop.The discriminator
is in the feedback loop that controlsthe VCO and it causesthe VCO
frequencyto closelyfollowthe tuning ramp,eliminatingthe effectsof
or temperaturecoefiicientthat.may be
any tuning nonlinearities
in the VCO.
Precision Pulses
is to be trulylinear,the width and heightof the
lf the discriminator

l6+Al
l6

Discriminator

f6

fs +Af

l:55 ps

11
1 2 = 1 1x

ftn

645 kHz

*t

ss

'12

scancrouno
$

+

RF Ground

Start
Frequency

Fig. 1. VCO control systemsuses a pulse-countdiscilminatorthat has controllableresponse
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in discriminator
linearity.
The discriminatorresponsedeviatesfrom a straightline less than
+0.002"/ofor an integratedpulse current(12in Fig. l rangingtrom
O
)
to 213of l2 max, and the incrementallinearity,which determinesthe
accuracyof narrowscans, is within *0.03%. The discriminatoractu_
ally operates between 1/3 and l12 of l, max, correspondingto an
input range of 200 to 300 kHz.

Phase-Error
Voltage From
Phase/Frequency
Detector
(FET)

---|

Integrator
Sampleand-Hold

To
Discriminator

Fig. 2. Digital sampte-and-hotd.
discriminator
outputpulsesmustbe uniformat all inputfrequencies.
Uniformpulsesare obtainedin this discriminator
by usingthe input
pulsesto drive a common-emittertransistorthat has a resonantLC
circuit in its collectorcircuit.Each pulse saturatesthe transistor,
causlngthe LC circuitto ring at 5.2 MHz.The ringingwaveformis
appliedto a +16 counter.priorto each input pulse,the counteris
preset to 6. lts MSB output then goes high on the second zero
crossingof the ringingwaveform(count : g) and goes low again
eightcycleslater(count: 16).Thewidthof the pulsegeneratedby
the MSBoutputis thusdeterminedpreciselyby the f requencyof the
ringingcircuit.Thesepulsesare integratedto obtain t, (Flg. 1).
An importantfeature of thrs arrangementis that presettingthe
counterand usingthe MSBoutputcausesit to ignorethefirstcycleof
the ringingwaveform.The first cycle is of low amplitudeand of
variableperiod becauseof the finitesaturationtime of the driving
transistor.
Also,at high inputfrequencies
the LC circuitmay not have
settleddownf romthepreviouspulse,causingfurthervariations
in the
firstcycle.Skippingthefirstcycle resultsin a significant
improvement

compared to a S-MHz reference. The following equation
thus applies:
(fvcos - floop2)/2N1: 5 MHz

or,
fvcoe:10N1 *flooor.
The VCOS frequency is thus offset from the loop 2 frequency by Nrx10 MHz, where N, ranges from 3.60 to
1 , 3 . 9 .7
The VCO3 frequency is divided by 10 to place it in the
19.9-to-30-MHz range and then supplied to the YTO loop.
The output of loop 1 is thus divided down by factors of 50 or
1000 and then offset in frequency to place it in the proper
range for the YTO.
What this scheme accomplishes is the reduction of the
phase noise, residual FM, and synthesis-related spurious
outputs of loop 1 by as much as 60 dB (20 log 1000) for
frequency spans of less than b kHz, thus enabling the
analyzer to meet the more stringent requirements of
narrow-band scans. In addition, for spans less than 28kHz,
the gain of the YTO loop is increased about 10 dB. Although
this degradesthe far-out phase noise somewhat, it improves
18 Hrwlerr pAcKARD
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Fast Lag and Slow Droop
Currentlu in Fig, 1 is a portionof the sweepramp that is applied
directly to the VCO, reducing the excursionsof voltage Vr. This
reducessweeplag, the amountby whichthe VCOfrequencylagsthe
scan ramp. The lag, which is proportionalto scan rate, occurs becauseof the finitebandwidthof the discriminator,
whichwas made
low to reduce noisecontributedby the discriminator.
The lu feedforwardcurrentreducessweep lag by a factorof 10, so the maxjmum
sweep lag is only 0.15%of scan width.
Very slow sweeps, on the other hand, are a potentialsource of
anotherproblem:droop in the sample-and-hold
circuit.Sincescans
can takeas longas 1500secondseach,leakagernthe sample-andhold capacitorwould have to be lessthan SOpA to maintainscan
accuracy.
Thesample-and-hold
voltageis heldin an integrator,
shownin Fig.
2. To reducethe effectsof sample-and-hold
drift,the oscillatorsystemwasdesignedso the inlegrator
hasonlya limitedinfluenceon the
frequency;it can adjustthe frequencyby only *6.947o.This range,
however,is insufficientto correcl for long-termdrift in the discriminator.Thus, a digital-to-analog
converter(DAC) and related
crrcuitrywas addedto the integrator,
as shownin Fig.2. If the output
of the integratorattempts to exceed +5V during the phase-lock
Interval,
one of the two oscillators
shownin Fig.2 is turnedon, either
clockingthe counterup or down.The counterdrivesthe DACwhose
outputis summedwiththeanalogintegrator
output,thuscontributing
to the outputVo.Countingcontinuesuntilthe totaloutputstepspast
the valuerequiredto achievephase lock.The phaseerrorvoltage
then causesthe analogcircuitto retreat,cancellingthe overshoot.
Thisshutsofftheoscillator,
and leavesthe analogcircuitin themiddle
of its range.The contributionof droop rn the analog circuitafter
the sample-and-hold
switch opens is thus reduced to negligible
proportronsbecause the major portion of Vn is held in the DAC.

the close-in phase noise and line-related spurious performance. Of course, loops 2 and 3 make their own phase-noise
and spurious contributions but these have been held to a
minimum through careful circuit design and shielding.
As a result of these measures, residual FM, start frequency offsets, and drift during a scan are always less than
O.1% of scan width (one "bucket" of the 1000-point
digitally-stored display is 0.1% of the scan width). Note that
there is no overlap of the tuning ranges of any of the VCOs in
the instrument. Overlapping VCO frequencies are a prime
source oftroublesome "crossing spurs,, in a synthesizer, so
this system eases the difficulty of meeting the desired
spurious specifications. Spurious outputs are at least g0 dB
below the carrier while broadband phase noise is at least 10
dB below that of the YTO loop.
For frequency spans greaterthan 5 MHz, where the sweep
ramp is app'lied directly to the YTO, the synthesizer sweeping function is disabled and it then provides start frequencies with 1-Hz resolution.
Discriminator-Stabilized VGO
Loop 1 uses a stabilization system that includes a fre-

quency discriminator in the phase-lock loop, as shown in
Fig. 4. During a sweep, the loop 1 VCO is controlled by the
discriminator output and is therefore sensitive to the discriminator's frequency-to-current response. During the
pre-sweep interval, the phase-lock error voltage tunes the
VCO by adjusting the slope of the discriminator's response
while a known input current is applied to the discriminator,
as explained on page 17. Then, when the VCO output divided down to 500 kHz becomes phase-locked to a 500-kHz
reference, the discriminator slope is precisely known.
When a sweep is initiated, the error voltage from the
phase detector is stored in a sample-and-hold circuit, effectively opening this feedback loop. A voltage ramp for
sweeping the VCO is applied to a summing network along
with the discriminator output (and the dc pretune voltage).
The discriminator output thus functions as a negative feedback signal to cause the VCO frequency to closely track the
ramp, thus correcting for any nonlinearities in the VCO
tuning curve. Since the discriminator frequency-to-current
response has been set accurately by the phase-lock loop,
outstanding sweep accuracy results.

ControllingResidualResponses
Because the M/N output remains enabled during these
sweeps (it is disabled during sweeps greater than 5 MHzJ,
there is a possibility that residual responsescould be generated by M/N harmonics that mix with the YTO in the input

:, l$l

mixer to produce sum or difference frequencies near the
first IF. An analysis of this situation determined that such
mixing products could occur. Therefore, the YTO output is
coupled to the phase-lock loop through a microcircuit directional coupler that has a 2-to-6-GHz GaAs FET amplifier
in the coupled arm (see Fig. 2). Pads in the amplifier input
and output attenuate the YTO signal such that the net gain
through the pads and amplifier is 0 dB. The reverse isolation, however, is increased by the pads which, with the
reverse isolation ofthe amplifier, gives a total reverse isolation more than 40 dB greater than the reverse isolation of the
coupler itself. Residuals due to the M/N loop have thus been
reduced to the point that most lie below the noise floor of
the analyzer, even with the 1O-Hz resolution bandwidth.
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A DigitalPatternGeneratorfor Functional
Testingof Bus-OrientedDigitalSystems
Simpleinbrtacing enablesthis flexiblepattern generator
to drive digital buses or other multichannellogic sysfems
for functionaltesting with long digitalsequences
by GUnter Riebesell,Ulrich Hribner,and Bernd Moravek

S MICROPROCESSORSand other sequential state
machines continue to penetrate more and more
applications areas, component manufacturers add
a greater variety of LSI devices to their range of products
that support digital processor systems. Thus, data buses,
for carrying data traffic between devices within a digital
system as well as handling data traffic between the system
and its peripherais, are being found in a growing number
of systemdesigns.
This is raising special problems in hardware testing during the design and development of a digital system.With
data traffic in modern digital systems routed over a shared
b u s , t h e c o n t r o l l e r a n d a l l l o g i c s u b a s s e m b l i e sm u s t b e
tested for bus compatibility under real-time conditions at
every stage of the design. Until recently, thorough checkout
of the subassemblieswas not possible until the controiler
software was developed. On the other hand, the controller
software could not be finalized until the system subassemblies were completed. Thus, design verification during

the early stagesof system development has generally been a
trial-and-error procedure that inevitably led to critical des i g n c h a n g e sw h e n d e b u g g i n g t h e s y s t e m d u r i n g t h e l a t e r
development phases. These design changes occurred at a
time when wrong decisions would lead to severe cost
p e n a l t i e sa n d l o s s o f t i m e .
Lab-built toggle switch boxes have been used for setting
lines high or low for functional testing of subassemblies
in which specific input patterns are supposed to result in
specific output patterns according to the truth table of the
device under test. Unfortunately, switch boxes are capable
of static testing only, and investigations of complex devices
over several clock cycles are awkward and timeconsuming. As an alternative,many users build pattern
generators. These, however, generally have limited sets of
patterns, are usually restricted to a narrow range of bit rates
and output levels, and are unable to interact with the devices under test.

Fig. 1. Model 81704 Logic PatL e r n G e n e r a t o rp r o d u c e s l o n g
seguencesof B'or 16-futparallel
digital words as bus stimuli tor
functionaltesls ol multichannel
digital hardwate. lL operatesat
clock ratesup to 2 MHz, internallv
or externallysupplied.
2 0 t E w r r r r p A C K A RJDo U R N AALU G U SiT9 7 9

to perform numerical base conversions. When address/data
check or recall is wanted, alphanumeric LEDs display the
selected memory. address and its contents individually
using the selected code (see Fig. 1).

Fig, 2, Miniature probes like those used with logic state
analyzerslacilitatehook-up to the systembeing tested.
A Multichannel Source
To resolve the testing problem, a new programmable data
generator has been designed for functional checkout of
multichannel digital hardware. The new generator, Model
81704 (Fig f), produces sequences of A-bit parallel words
up to 1024 words long for functional testing. Alternatively,
it can produce 16-bit parallel words with a maximum sequence length of 512 words. An option expands these sequence Iengths by a factor offour. Functional checkout with
this generator simulating all operational conditions is a
powerful fault-finding technique which, if applied early in
the design stage, allows the hardware, firmware and
software to be developed independently.
The new instrument can generate the sequence data in
synchronism with an external clock or with its own clock at
rates up to 2 MHz, enabling most systems to be tested
functionally at full operating speed. The instrument also
outputs a clock signal and a data-valid (DAV) signal equivalent to a clock signal, for the use of the device under test.
Output levels are pushbutton selectableto be compatible
either with TTL circuits (0V low, 5V high) or CMOS circuits
(0V low, 3-15V high, adl'ustable).Both output modes also
have a 5-kO idle or off state. Miniature probes connected to
pods, like the probing systems used with HP logic state
analyzers,l facilitate hook-up to the device under test
IFig.2).
Internal Organization
The heart of the Model 8170A Logic Pattern Generatoris a
battery-supported, nonvolatile, read-write random access
memory (RAM). Data, memory addresses, and operating
modes are entered into the memory through the front-panel
keyboard, by way of the HP-IB,*or through an RS 232Cl
CCITT V.24 input. Depending on user practice, data can be
entered in the binary, octal, or hexadecimal number systems and addresses can be entered in decimal, octal, or
hexadecimal. The instrument converts the inputs to binary
for entry into the memory, eliminating the need for the user
.HP lB: the Hewlett'Packardnterfacebus, HP's imolementation
of ANSI/IEEE
488-1978.

Typical bus traffic is simulated by the B17OA as it reads
out the data in its memory in an ascending address sequence at a rate determined by the selected clock. This
mode of operation, shown in the simplified block diagram
of Fig. 3, is known as the internal address mode. On receipt
of a START command the 81704 outputs the stored data
continously (AUTO cycle) or just once (SINGLE cycle) between the first and last addresses selected by the user.
The ascending address sequence is generated by a
counter that accesses the data stored in the RAM. Because
the RAM actually consists of several RAM ICs that may have
slightly different access times, the data bits are held briefly
in latches and then strobed to the outputs simultaneously to
avoid skew problems.
An output stage is shown in Fig. 4. It is basically a TTLto-MOS driver with a switch [Q1) that shuts off the CMOS
supply voltage when the outputs are to be placed in the idle
[high-impedance) state.The instrument's outputs automatically revert to the idle state after data at the last address has
been produced in the SINGLEcycle mode..This state allows
the probes to remain hooked to a data bus without loading
the bus. It also allows the data in the instrument's memory
to be changed without affecting the device under test while
the change is being made. The outputs also revert to the idle
state when the instrument is turned on, and whenever the
STOP command is given.
When supplying data to an interface bus, the 8170A can
operate asynchronously in a handshake mode, enabling
real-time simulation of system/peripheral interaction. As
shown in the timing diagram of Fig. 5, it can work with
either a 2-wfte or 3-wire protocol. The DAV (data valid)
signal generated by the B17OAis output through one ofthe

DataLines

DAIA POD

Data POD

AddreosLines $0

oPT 002
Address
Output

TriggerOut
Fig.3, Block diagram of the 8170A operatingin the internal
address mode. ln thrs mode, the memory contents are
supplied to the outputs in ascending order beginning at the
first address specified and ending at the last address. A
triggeroutputpulse is generatedwheneverthe addressbeing
accessed rn memorymatches the address tn the tilgger address /atch,
PACKARD
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+5V

-3V
01: Switch For Positive Vollage
CR1: Clamp Diode

Fig.4. Output drive level is determinedby the voltage Vvar
supplied to the MOS bias input of U1, a TTL-Io-MOS
driver. Q1 turns off Vvartoplace the output in the idle (highimoedance)mode.
probe pods, and the RFD (ready for data) and oac (data
accepted) signals generated by the system under test are
brought in through probes on the same pod.
Breakpoints
For detailed investigation of device operation with a
logic analyzer or oscilloscope, the B170A generatesa trigger
output pulse when a particular address in the memory is
reached. Any address between the first and last addresses
can be selected as the trigger address.
The trigger output is particularly helpful in determining
when and why a system "crashes." Knowing approximately where in the program the fault occurs, the user can
enter an address from this part of the program into the
trigger register and then feed the TRIG OUT signal to the
8170,\'s BREAKIN input. During execution of the program,
the trigger pulse will halt the program at the trigger address
with the data outputs remaining in the active state. The
precise address at which the fault occurs may then be found
by single-stepping the stored program in ascending or descending order by using the FWD or BACK keys.
The BREAK IN capability may also be used to stop the
program in response to a signal or qualifier from the device
under test. This signal could be one that indicates a possible
malfunction or forbidden condition. Any pulse greaterthan
+2V in height and 40 ns in width will stop data generation
at the current address. Data generation may be resumed
from the most recent address by pressing the START button
or by applying a pulse (>+2V, 40ns) to the STARTIN connector.

ROMSimulation
When operating in its external address mode, the 8170A
Logic Pattern Generator can function as an erasable, programmable, read-only memory (EPROM), outputting data
in response to externally supplied addresses and enable
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signals (Fig. 6). Unlike EPROMs, however, the logic pattern
generator allows program steps to be changed quickly via
the front-panel keyboard. This can be a great help during
the finalization of software for a system under development. AII ROM-related functions can be quickly checked
out and the ROM design corrected and verified before the
actual ROM goes to manufacture.
When the 8170A is being used as a ROM simulator, a
separate probe pod with active address line receivers enables the system under test to select the addresses of data
stored in the generator's memory. Access time is typically
520 ns.
Also provided are four ENABLE lines that function as
qualifiers in the external address mode. For example, these
may be used as four additional address lines when testing
digital machines that have 16-bit addresses,thereby providing a means of selecting the portion of the total 64K address
space in which the B"l7OAaddresseswill lie. If more memory space is required, two or more 8170As may be used in
parallel with the ENABLEinputs functioning essentially as
instrument-select lines
Friendly Syntax
The syntax for operating the instrument from the
keyboard makes operation straightforward. Some examples
of user convenience are short-form entry of addresses and
data (omitting leading zeros), multiple consecutive data
entry (holding down the ENTERkey causesthe same data to
be loaded into successive memory locations), automatic
incrementing of the address register when a data entry is
made, and the single-step FWD and naCK keys.
Syntax similar to the keyboard is used for programming
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DAV Delay
(Rear Panel Adiustment)

lgnoreDottedArrows
3-WireHandshake:
FollowDottedArrows
2-WireHandshake:
Fig. 5. Handshakeprotocol for operating the 81704 in the
asynchronous(non-clocked) mode, lt works with either 2-wire
or 3-wireprotocols,as se/ectedby front-panelpushbuttons.
The delay (DAV)is adjustableover a range of 300 to B00 ns.
(ACShigh meansthe outputsare in the activeratherthan the
idle state).

the 8170A via the HP interface bus. Two HP-IB modes,
accessedthrough separate HP-IB addresses,are provided.
When the keyboard mode has been addressed,all functions
controlled by the front-panel pushbuttons are programmable using mnemonics related to the pushbutton functions.
When the data mode is addressed, data supplied over the
HP-IB is loaded into successivememory Iocations between
START and Stop addresses defined while the instrument
was in the keyboard mode. The data mode also enables the
81704 to report its memory contents to the test system
controller.
Simplified Data Entry
Until now, parallel data generators used individual LEDs
to display the status of each channel at a particular address.
This meant that the operator had to scrutinize the 16 LEDs
of a 16-channel instrument to check the memory status at
each memory address. The 8170A makes things much
easier by allowing data to be entered and displayed in a
variety of number bases (octal, decimal, or hexadecimal for
addresses,and binary, octal, or hexadecimal for data). For
example, to load the pattern 01 101011 into address 10 using
hexadecimal the user executes the following keystrokes:
ADDR
DATA
ENTER
1O
6B
Since data is always stored in binary, changing the number
baseaffects only the display (and numerical entry) and does
not affect the stored data or the data output
group is pressed, the
When a key in the ADDRESS/DATA
binary equivalent of that key is stored in one of the a-bit
display registers and the content of the register is displayed
in the selected format in the corresponding position on the
display. When the ENTERkey is pressed,all the information
in the data display registers is converted to a single binary
number and stored in memory at the indicated address.
Data transfer into and out of memory is always carried out
in B-bit bytes. To display the contents of a memory address
in hexadecimal, each B-bit byte is separated into two 4-bit
segments and then each +-bit segment is converted to the
equivalent hexadecimal digit for display. To convert to

MS Digit

LS Digil

Binary
Data Buffer
ol pP

Oisplay
Processing
Registers

"""Tr?1""0,13'n
Fig.7. Conversionof a 16-bitbinary number storedin mem'
ory to an octal number for display involves separation of the
binarynumberinto 3-bit groups and additionof a leadingzero
to each group. Theresulting4-bit numbermay thenbe stored
in

a

dicnlatt

raniclar

octal, the two B-bit bytes, taken together, are separatedinto
groups of three bits, as shown in Fig. 7, and by addition of a
leading zero, each group of three bits is expanded to a 4-bit
segment for storage in a display register. The same hexadecimal conversion is then performed on each 4-bit segment
but in this case the highest digit will be 7 because of the
leading zero.
Binary-to-decimal conversion is more complex since, unlike octal and hexadecimal, decimal numbers are not related to integral powers of 2. In this case, to match the
capabilities of the 6800 microprocessor, the "add-e" algorithm2 is used to convert a binary number to decimal for
display. For the decimal-to-binary conversion when data is
entered, the Horner scheme is used.
Preselected Patterns
To facilitate the entry of certain often-used data patterns,
entry of the following patterns has been reduced to a few
keystrokes:

AO
A11
Address Lines

Enable
E 1 Lines
E4

Fig. 6. Block diagram of the Model 8170A Logic Pattern
Generatoroperating in the externaladdress mode. Data ts
output wheneverthe address-changedetector,consistingof
gates,delectsthatthere hasbeen a changeof
exclusive-NOR
address.Alternatively,one of the enable inputsmay be used
as a clock input for timingthe data output.A data-validsignal
is also qenerated.

Pattern
All os
AII 1s
Ascending count I
Descending count I
Pseudorandom data

Application
Clear memory
Set memory
Simulate counter, check
DAC linearity, etc.
Noise simulation

Key
0
1,
C
D
E

To select one of these, the operator holds down the DATA
key while pressing the selected pattern key (0, 1, C, D, E) for
two seconds.The display then reads "Mem chg?" (memory
change?), which the user confirms by pressing key 1 (for
"yes"). The selected pattern is then loaded into the memory. If key 0 were pressed, the memory would remarn unchanged and the display would revert to display of address
and data. This routine prevents accidental loss of memory
contents by unintentional loading of the memory with one
of these patterns.
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Fig, 8. Ihe ENABLE
sELEcrswitches
and two of the four rueatr
inputs are on the rear panel. Also on the rear panel are the
LoGtcpoLARtry
switches, otv ottx adjustment,Rs232cBAUD
BATE
select,and HP-lB addresses(xrvsomoand onrt uoors).
The PRBS (pseudorandom binary sequence) pattern is
generated by firmware. By means of the microprocessor's
rotate instruction, one of the microprocessor's accumulators functions as the shift register of a hardware equivalent. A counter detects 16 shift operations and then initiates an operation that loads the current pattern into
memory. Since the firmware program always begins by
loading 000116 into the accumulator, the PRBS pattern
is always the same.
Designed-in Serviceability
As with other complex, microprocessor-based devices,
traditional troubleshooting techniques would be inadequatefor the Bl7OA so serviceability had to be designed
in. Serviceability is optimized by inclusion of test routines
in the firmware and by making the necessary provision for
signature analysis,3such as including switches for opening
feedback loops and disabling certain circuits, and including the necessary stimulus programs in the controller ROM.
When turned on, the B1,7OAautomatically runs through a
self-check routine that includes illumination of all LED
indicators to give the operator confidence that the basic
system is functioning.
Two methods of generating the stimulus for signature
analysis are implemented. In one, free run, the data bus is
opened at the microprocessor and the CLRB instruction is
applied. This causesthe microprocessor to step through its
entire address field. The most significant address line is
used as both a START and STOp signal for the signature
analyzer, defining the entire address field as a measurement
window. Thus, the functioning of the processor, addressbus and data-bus ROMs, and decoding circuitry are verified
in one measurement.
In the second method, implemented when the free-run
method has been completed, ROM-resident routines for
signature analysis of various subunits are accessedthrough
the keyboard. Several of these routines are associated directly with particular circuit boards, making it easier to
locate the circuit at fault.
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SPECIFICATIONS
HP Model 8170A Logic Patte.n Generatol
MEMORY
CAPACITY:8192 bits.
DATA BUS FORMAT:8 bits x 1024wordsor 16 bits x 512 words.
POWER-OFFSTORAGE: Internal batt€ry provides memory retentionfor approximalely
3 wsks al r@m temperature.Battery rechargeswhen 8170A is switchedon.
OPEFATING STATES
IDLE: Permitsentry of addfess, data and operatingparameters.Data and DAV output in
3-slate.
ACTIVE: Continuousdata outDut.
BREAK: Static data output. FWD/BACK enables data change by stepping address.
AODRESSMODES
INTERNAL: Data generation in ascending address sequence from firsl to last address.
Rale governedby clock(see'Clocking').
EXTERNAL:Data output followsexternal addressand enable signals. DAV generatedat
each new address. Data and DAV in 3-state when instrumentnot enabled. Clock and
cycle modes disabled.
MAXIMUMADDRESSRATE:2 MHz.
ADDBESSTO OUTPUTDELAY;400 ns typical,550 ns maximum.
ENABLETO OUTPUT DELAY: 100 ns typical,130 ns maximum.DAV at minimum
oeray.
CLOCKING
INTERNAL:20 Hz Io 2 l\,lHzin 5 decade ranges, adjustableby vernier.
RATEJITTER:<0.2%.
EXTERNAL:dc lo 2 MHz. For inputspecs,see Auxiliaryinputs.
MANUAL; Operated by FWD and BACK keys.
Externalhandshakesignals
HANDSHAKE:
2-wire/3-wire
handshakecapability
selectable.
dete.mine timing of data readout. lf MAN and Handshakeselecled, FWD/BACK providestriggerfor next handshakecycle.
CYCLE MODES
AUTO CYCLE: Data is continuouslygeneratedbetweenlirst address(F-ADDR)and
last address(L-ADDR).
SINGLECYCLE:Datais generatedoncebetweenF- andL-ADDR.Atlercyclecompletion,
8170Areturnsto IDLE state.

Output Signals
DATA: Pods provide16 output lines D0 to D7 (Model 154554),and D8 to D15 (Model
154564),Pos/negtrue selectableon rear panel.
CONTROL: Data valid (DAV) generatedwith each word. Pos/neg lrue selectableon real
panel.DAV line via ControlPod Model 154544.
DAV DELAY (adjustableon rear panel):
100 ns to 700 ns.
NON-HANDSHAKE:
2- OB 3-WIREHANDSHAKE:300 ns to 800 ns.
DAV wIDTH (at + 1.3 v): See followingtable:
Clock Mode
lnternalClock
Manual Clock
ExlernalClock
Width 40 ns - 200 ns
Width >200 ns

DAV Widrh
Clock period/2 t50 ns
10 ps (typical)

(50 pF, +15 V):
SIGNALCHARACTERISTICS
TRANSITIONTIMES (20oloto 80o/o):35 ns typical, 60 ns maximum.
H I G HL E V E L :> + 1 2 . 0 v .
DISTORTED
DISTORTEOLOW LEVELj<+2.5 V.
O U T P U T P R O T E C T I O N :A l l o u t p u t s p r o t e c t e d a g a i n s t s h o r t c i r c u i t a n d e x ternalvoltagesfrom - 1.0V to + 18 V.
AUXILIARYOUTPUTS
TRIGGER:Generatedat triggeraddress(T-ADDR).
FORMAT:NRZ.
LEVEL: standardTTL.
FAN OUT: 5 standardTTL maximum.
PROBE:+5 V dc,400 mA maximum.
POD INPUTSIGNALS
ADDRESS:12 lines(positivetrue),A0 to A9 via AddressPod Model 15453A;A10, A11
(foI Option 001 Extended Memory)via Control Pod Model 15454A.Additionalenable
lines(EN'l, EN2via ControlPod; EN3, EN4via rear panel)allowa numberol 8170A's
to be addressedfrom a 16-bit bus; selectablelevels pos/neg/don'tcare.
CONTBOL(Model154544):Readytor OATA(RFO)and OataAccepled(DAC).In 2-wire
handshake,RFD level p6/neg selectable.In 3-wire handshake,RFD and OAC conlorm
to ANSUIEEE,A8-1978.
POD INPUTCHARACTERISTICS
I N P U TI M P E O A N C E- :1 0 k O l | = Z S p r .
L E V E L Sh: i g h> + 2 . 0 V ; l o w < + 0 . 8 V .
MAXIMUMEXTEBNALVOLTAGE;t18 V.
AUXILIARYINPUTS
CLOCK lN: For externalclock signalinput.
START lN: Externalsignalstartsdata generation.Prompts81704 lransitionlrom ldle/
Break to Active state.
STOP lN: Externalsignalstops data generation.Prompts8170Akansitionfrom Active/
Break to ldle state.
BREAK lN: Externalsignal halts 8170A at current address,oulputs remain active.
Prompts 8170A lransitionlrom Active to Break slate.
(all positiveedge triggered):
INPUTCHARACTERISTICS
. 1: 0 k ( l | * 2 s p F .
INPUTIMPEDANCE
L E V E L Sh: i g h> + 2 . 0 V , l o w < + 0 . 8 V .
M I N I M U MW I D T H( a t + 1 . 3 V ) : 4 0 n s .
MAXIMUMEXTERNALVOLTAGE:418 V.
HP-IB CAPABILITY
INTERFACF
E U N C T I O N ISM P L E N , I E N T E
SD
H:1 ,A H l , 1 4 , S R 1 ,R L l , T 5 , P P o ,O C o ,
DTo, C0.
KEYBOARDMODE:Bemoteprogramming
of all lrontpanelkeysandtunclions.Coded
loading and readoul ol dala. Speed: 3 ms per character typical.
DATA i{ODE: Fast binary loadingand readoutol data only. Speed:3 ms per byte
typical.
BS 232C|CC|TTV.24 CAPABTLTTY
Remote programmingand listing of memory content, and display of current data bus
format and address/datacoding. ASCII 7, parity even.
AutomaticgeneraBAUD RATE:110, 150,300,600, 1200,2400,4800,9600selectable.
tion of 2 stop bits for 110 baud, one slop bit for others.

250 ns (typical)
Externalwidth t50 ns

STATUS: ldle, Aclive and Break states indicatedon lines ACS (Activestale) and BRS
(Break state)-fed via Conlrol Pod Model 15454A:
Status

ACS

BRS

ldle
Aclive
Break

LO
Hl
LO

Hl
Hl
LO

POO OUTPUTCHARACTERISTICS
TTL SETTING
FAN OUT: 5 standardTTL maximum.
LEVELS:high +4.5 V to +5 V; low -0.5 V to +0.4 V. ldle (3-state)5 kO typical.
(1 standardTTL load):
SIGNALCHARACTERISTICS
TRANSITIONTIMES (+0.4 V fO +2.4 V); 25 ns typical,50 ns maximum.
DISTORTEDHIGHLEVEL:> +3.5 V (i.e.preshoot,overshoot,ringinglie abovethis
level).
DISTORTEDLOW LEVEL:>+0.8 V (i.e.preshoot,overshoot,ringinglie belowthis
level).
VARIABLESETTINGlCMOS)
l\,lAXlMUM
LOAD:50 pF (highimpedance).
LEVELS: high +3 V to +15 V adjustable,low 0.5 V to +0.4 V. ldle (3-slate)
5 kO typical.
H I G H L E V E LT O M E A S U R E M E N T
P I N V O L T A G ET B A C K I N G :a 0 . 2 V t y p i c a l ,
10.5 V maximum.

General
POWER:100, 12O,22Oot 24OV, +sok'l0olo:48-66 Hz, 110 VA maximum.
ENVfRONMENTAL:
0 to 55'C, with relativehumiditvto 95A al40"C.
W E I G H T :1 1 k g ( 2 4 . 3l b ) .
D f M E N S f O N S1:3 3 m m H x 4 2 6 m m W x 4 2 2 m m D ( 5 . 2 x 1 6 . 8x 1 6 . 6 i n ) .
ACCESSORIESSUPPLIED
2 data outputpods (Models154554,15456A)
1 addressinputpod (Model15453A)
1 controlpod (Model15454A)
Pods complelewith Snap-onAssembly,wires,hook-onclipsand carying case.
OPTIONS
001:Additional
24K-bitmemoryforoutputtormat8 bits x 4096wordsor 16 bits x 2048words.
002: Addressdriver(Model15452A).Provides10 addressoutputlinesA0 to A9, positive
true.3-statecapabilityin idle state.
FAN OUT: 10 standardTTL maximum.
L E V E L SH
: i g h> + 2 . 4 V , l o w < + 0 . 5 V .
(into 1 standardTTL):
SIGNALCHABACTERISTICS
TRANSITIONTlN,IES
(+0.5 V to +2.4 V): <50 ns.
DISTOFITED
HIGH LEVEL:>+2.4 V.
DISTORTEDLOW LEVEL:<+0.8 V.
PRICESlN U.S.A.:8170A,$5000;Opt. 001, $500;Opt. 002, $250.
DIVISION
MANUFACTUFING
DIVISION:BOBLINGENINSTRUMENT
l10
Herrenbergerstrasse
D-703 B6blingen
FederalBeoublicof Germanv
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An HP-IBExtenderfor Distributed
lnstrumentSystems
Thisinstrumentehminatesthe 2}-metre distancerestriction
for HP-lB systems,enablinglocal and remote groups of
instrumentsto operate together, usually with no extra
programming.Modems or twin-paircable provide the
communi cations medium.
by DavidH.Guest
INCE ITS INCEPTION in the early 70s, the HP Interd%
fu." Bus (HP-IB) has greatly simplified the as%
sembly of do-it-yourself instrument systems,
%#
lessening the need for custom engineering.l Its adoption
as a standard* encouraged a proliferation of interest at a
time when the industry realized the need for more organized methods of interconnecting instruments and other
products with an intelligent controller. Such has been its
success that now available are over six hundred different
products worldwide, each of which is compatible with
the standard and capable of being interfaced readily with
any of the others.
When the HP-IB was originally devised, its designers
initially tackled the immediate problems of local bench-top
and rack-mount systems. As incorporated in products frequently described in these pages, the HP-IB provides a
convenient means of interfacing local devices and a controller, but it makes no direct attempt to solve the problems
of those wishing to access remote groups of instruments.
Engineers are now finding an increasing need to monitor
and control production processes from a central site, acquire data from diverse locations, and perform measurements that are inherently remote, as in testing communica*HP-lB rs Hewlett-Packard's
mplementatonof ANSt/IEEEStandard488-1978and s in
generalcomp|ancewrlh the draft IECStandard625-1expectedto be pubilshedin t979.

tions plants. These applications still tend to require special
engineering, or they might use a remote minicomputer
to schedule detailed operations and communicate results
via an RS232C modem data link to the central sitenot an efficient or cost-effective approach for simple
measurements.
The new HP Model 372orA HP-IB Extenders (Fig. r)
overcome the problem of distance. Used in pairs, they provide a direct extension of HP-IB facilities to a distant site,
thereby putting all the convenience of the HP-IB technique
directly at the disposal of those configuring distributed
instrument systems.
The extenders do not provide a new interface scheme, but
do provide a means of overcoming the 20-metre distance
limitation of the existing standard bus, adding a whole new
dimension to the HP-lB's possibilities. An assembledHP-lB
system may be split into two isolated groups of instruments
that communicate through a pair of extenders connected by
a data link. The remote instruments appear functionally as
if they were directly cabled to the local bus. The pair of
HP-IB extenders and their associated data link are essentially transparent, that is, the interface behavior of programmed HP-lB systems is operationally identical with and
without the extenders. For simple configurations, additional systems programming is usually unnecessary.Fig. 2

Fig. 1. The Hewlett-Packard
Model 37201A HP-lB Extender
converts standard HP lnterface
Bus activity rnto a serialform for
communication via normal fullduplex modems or twtn-pair
cable. Functioningin pairs,extenders enabletwo distantclustersof
bus-interfacedinstrumentsto operate as one.
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Telephone Channel

Remote Bus

Up lo 14 Remote Instruments

illustrates how devices are linked together using extenders.
Although fundamentally the extenders operate in pairs,
various techniques (to be described later) may be used to
provide access through one extender to more than one
remote site.

TransparentHP-lBExtension
In general, HP-IB data travels in both directions between
extenders so each extender is required to accept or source
data, depending on the direction of transmission, in place
of the distant responding device. Each 37201A Extender
does this by hand-shaking HP-IB bytes from the device into
its serial transmit buffer, or out of its serial receiver buffer to
the device (seeFig. 3). This avoids end-to-end transmission
of the three bus handshake lines [DAV, NRFD and NIRC),
and the much slower system operation that this would
entail. Along with each data byte, a copy of the five management lines (IFC, ATN, SRQ, Eol and REN) is also sent,
giving a pair of bytes for transmission. Additionally, upon
any change in one of the relevant management lines, a new
copy of all five lines is sent; the associated data byte is
marked as a dummy in this case.
Interpretation of data received by one extender from
another is governed by a private protocol designed specifically for the purpose. This protocol is distinct from the
HP-IB, although extension of HP-IB systems is, of course, its
purpose. The user or programmer does not become involved with the protocol in any way, control still being
through HP-IB operations. All translations are done automatically by the extenders.
Those closely familiar with details of the complete set of
HP-IB functions will realize that strict implementation of
the parallel-poll function subset is an insoluble task for any
extension scheme. Devices are required to respond to a
parallel poll in a much shorter time than interextender
communications can achieve. Consequently, this HP-IB
function is not supported by the 37201A HP-IB Extender.

Fig,2, Two distantclustersof inst/'umenfsare connected througn
a pair of 37201A HP-IB Extenders
in this basic configuration. The
controller can communicate with
the remote instrumentsas thougn
they were connected to the local
ous.

Serial poll, however, is fully accommodated. Also, the
372o1.Adoes not allow passing of bus control to a device at
the remote site, a feature not usually required in the instrument systems for which it is mainly intended.
Serial Transmission between Extenders
For communication, Ihe 3720LA Extenders require a
full-duplex data link, that is, one that allows transmission
in both directions simultaneously. Standard data modems
connected to the extender's RS232C (V.24) interface allow
extension of HP-IB operation to any part of the world linked
by telephone, either using switched-network (dialed) operation or dedicated leased lines. Both synchronous (up to
19.2 kbit/s) and asynchronous modems (150, 300, 600, and
1200 bit/s) are supported by the 372o1,A. Where continuous
monitoring or control is not required, remote instrumentation can be called on a dialed connection, automatically if
required, only when information is needed, thus avoiding
the cost of leased lines. The higher transmission speeds,
however, usually require leased-line operation.
Communication over short distances of up to 1000 metres
can be provided without modems by using low-cost twinpair cable (four wires) directly connected to the extenders.
Balanced differential drive and transformer isolation give
excellent immunity to interference pickup. The twin-pair
bit rate is fixed at 20 kbits/s and during transfer of long
strings of HP-IB data bytes, this gives a useful transmission
rate up to at least 775 data bytes per second.
For transmission purposes, the 37201A's serial protocol
takes byte pairs (data and bus-control bytes) from its transmit buffer and assembles them into variable-length transmission blocks or packets, each packet containing as much
data as was available, up to a maximum of 30 byte pairs.
Variable packet length improves efficiency. Each packet
also has an identification header, a tail, and certain protocol
information. In synchronous operation, the receiver
searchesfor the header on a bit-by-bit basis as a means of
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Local 37201AHP-IB Extender
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Remote37201AHP-lB Extender
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F19.3. Simplifiedblockdiagramillustratesthefunctional
operationofapairof 37201AHPJB
Extenders.

establishing
byte-sync.
Error Detectionand Correction
Corruption of data in transit between devices is a problem
not usually encountered with normal HP-IB systems, but
this becomes a matter of great importance in extended
buses. Particularly with dialed-up modem connections,
data transmission errors due to transient phenomena are
highly probable. Since even a single-bit error on the bus is
enough to cause complete operational breakdown, such
errors obviously cannot be tolerated. Effective elimination
of communication errors was therefore a prime objective in
the design of the 372014.
Forward error-correction techniques, such as those used
in space applications for correction of relatively few isolated errors, are quite inappropriate in telephone data
transmission where long strings of bits are commonly corrupted. For this reason, 372O'l.A'suse the only other possible approach, namely, correction by retransmission.
For error detection purposes, each transmitted packet has
redundant longitudinal and vertical parity information
added so that when received, packets can be checked for
parity correctness in two dimensions. This technique is not
quite as efficient in detecting certain errors patterns as a
28 nEwrerr-plcKARD
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cyclic redundancy check, but it avoids special-purpose
generating and checking hardware and may be performed
very rapidly by microprocessor firmware. In fact, the vertical (byte) parity is automatically created and checked by the
microprocessor system's serial-communication devices,
Ieaving only a longitudinal byte summation for firmware.
When a packet is received correctly, a short acknowledgment packet is returned to the originating extender, allowing it to proceed with new data. A corrupted packet is
discarded and no acknowledgment returned. This causes
the originator to retransmit the packet, which of course
must be clearly marked as a repeat otherwise there is danger
the receiver might implement the same data on the local bus
.twice-the acknowledgment itself may have been corrupted.
The user is unaware of these operations taking place,
except in so far as HP-IB operation might slow down noticeably in the event of repeated errors. Even prolonged datalink breaks do not upset HP-IB functions-they merely stop,
continuing faultlessly when the link is restored.
Coordinating Data Flow
In local HP-IB systems, any instrument temporarily unable to cope with further data bytes prevents overflow by

A Comprehensive Approach to
Automatic Troubleshooting
Designersof microprocessor-based
instrumentsusuallyincorpo.
rate routinesto enable their oroducts to self-testthemselves.The
overheadincuned is generallylittlemore than the cost of some extra
read-onlymemory,provided the techniqueis designed in from the
outset.This is perhaps fortunate,because the complexity of features
now availablemeansthat the user often has no other simpleway of
checking that the equipment is fully functional.
Very often these tests go no further than a pass/fail decision and
make littleattemptat aidingtroubleshooting
of a fault.One reasonfor
this is that the lengthy program needed for fuller fault diagnosis
cannot be accommodated economically,and even when it can,
many instrumentslack a suitablemethodof displayingresultsto the
servicetechnician.
While also incorporatinga pass/failtest, the 37201Asolvesthese
two difficultieswith a different approach to implementinga troubleshootingaid. Desktopcomputerssuch as the HP Model 98254
are commonlyfound in HP-lBenvironments,and for this reason,the
37201A'sfault-diagnosticsystem is based partly on facilitiesavailable with this machine.At first sight, use of the 37201A'sHP-IBport to
give access for fault location using the computer would seem an
obvious approach but in practice, so much of the 37201A is concernedwith the HP-lBthat an unacceptablylarge proportionof faults
would prevent diagnosis from even beginning. Instead,an edgeconnectoris provided for coupling the 98254 DesktopComputer's
standard16-bitUOinterfacecard (980324)directlyintothe 37201A's
microprocessor.
Some 18 test files,each dedicatedto testingindividualpartsof the
372014, are availableon a tape cartridgealong with a master program. Under controlof this master program runningin the desktop
computer,one file at a time is transferredto the 37201Awiththe aid ot
a short loader programresidentin the 37201Afirmware.For checking, a copy is also passed back to the masterprogram.The firsttwo
bytestransferredindicateto the loaderwhere in RAMthe file is to be
stored. The file is really a subroutinesuitable for running on the
3720'tA's microprocessorand, having executed the transfer,the
loaderexecutesa subroutinecall to the addressgiven by the firsttwo
bytes. Each of the files (subroutines)has been carefullydesigned,
along with facilitiesin the 37201A'shardware,to perform a simple
diagnostictest as unambiguouslyas possible.Resultsof each test
are passed back to the desktop computer,using the same routine
used in checkingthe initialtransfer,for interpretationby the master

program.
printout
An appropriate
or displaythenshowstheoperator
which componentsare likelyto be associatedwith any failure
discovered.
Although
individually
theyarelailyelementary,
takentogether
the
jobof indicating
18setsof testsdo a verycomprehensive
theareaof
failure.Depending
istiedinto
uponhowcloselythemicroprocessor
eachfunctional
circuit,a faultcan oftenbe pinpointedrightto a
particular
lCpin,although
inothercasesonlya smallgroupof lOscan
havebeendesignedfor eachof
be identified.
Appropriate
routines
the areastested.Stimulus-and-response
testswithvariousbit patpathsare
ternsare used for randomlogic,the communications
progressively
furtherfromthe
exercised
withdataandlooped-back
processor,storeand loadof test patternschecksthe RAM,parity
testsareperformed
on eachROMdevice,andchecksarecarriedoul
onoperations
itself.Simpleloop-back
of themicroprocessor
ligsare
neededto testthe driversand receiversof the rear-panelinterfaces
becauseotheruisethe processor
cannotmonitoror drivethe outboardsidesof thesedevices.
lf the processor
Thetechnique
however.
doeshaveitslimitations,
has a fundamental
faulttheneventhe loaderwill not run and no
diagnosis
areaof the
can be reached,
otherthanthattheimmediate
processor
hasfailed.In thisevent,facilities
forthe useof signatu.re
analysislare provided.
For convenience,
testsare dividedinto threefunctionalcircuit
witha comareas(processor,
HP-IB,and serialcommunications),
pletetestof theentire3720'l
A takinglessthanthreeminutes.
Othei
advantages
fortestroutines
arethatextraROMis
ofcartridge
storage
(some50o/o
avoidedin the instrument
ffior€wouldhavebeenrequired)andthattestsandoperatorreadouts
caneasilybecorrected
and amendedat late stagesof developmentwithoutatfectingthe
oroductitself.
By its naturethe 37201AHP-IBExtenderpresentsverymucha
"blackbox" imageto the userand servicetechnician,
and could
Thediagnostic
easilyhavebeena difficult
devicetotroubleshoot.
tesl
in production
systemhasalreadybeeninvaluable
testingandshould
provea mostusefulaid in occasional
fieldservicing.

holding up the three-wire handshake sequence. With extended buses, however, no such direct mechanism exists.
What, then, stops a sourcing device from pouring bytes
down the serial data-link at a rate faster than a distant
instrument can accept them? This is an additional function
of the error-correction protocol. A slow acceptor device
soon causes the associated extender's receive buffer to fill to
capacity with bytes awaiting transfer. At this point, the
extender prevents transmission of new data by failing to
acknowledge any further packets until buffer space becomes available, thereby avoiding overflow. In turn, the
transmitting extender holds up the source's handshake
when its transmit buffer reaches capacity.

der at the HP-IBcontroller end can be addressedasan HP-IB
device in its own right for severalpurposes.One of theseis
the control of an automatic dialer that may be connectedto
the RS366 (V.25) interface provided on the extender.This
enablesa local controller and its associatedextenderto dial
one of a number of extenders, each with its individual
group of HP-IB instruments,automatically under program
control. The dialer acceptsthe required telephonenumber
from the controller via the extender'sRS366(V.25)interface
and when the call is automatically (or manually) answered,
transparent HP-IB control of that group of instruments
can begin immediately. This provides an economical way
of occasionallyaccessingremote data collection stations,
avoiding the expenseof dedicated leasedcircuits.
When HP-IB activity with a particular remote station is
complete,the local station disconnects(goes"on-hook"),
again on an addressed instruction from the controller.

AutomaticDialing
Althoughthepairof 3zzot['s carryouttheirbasicextensionfunctionwithoutneedfor programcontrol,the exten-

-PeterRoubaud
Reference
1. B.A. Frohwerk,"SignatureAnalysis:A New Digital Field ServiceMethod," HewlettPackard Journal, Mav 1977.
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Loss of RemoteData

Control Center

Although the extension of an HP-IB system adds a degree
of hardware complication, great stress has been laid on
simplicity of use and verification of correct system operation. The latter is most important when remote stations are
inconveniently located. In particular, facilities have been
provided for determining that a pair of 372o7A's and their
associated data link, which usually will be under control of
a telephone company, are properly cabled-up and functioning correctly.
Each 37201A has a LOSSOF REMOTEDATA LED indicator
that gives immediate confidence of correct operation by
extinguishing when the extender pair has been brought
successfully into mutual communication. It stays off as long
as packets are both received and acknowledged, but any
prolonged data-link failure is reliably signalled within
eight seconds. In the absence of HPIB traffic, when packets
would not otherwise be sent, the extenders exchange
dummy packets to keep testing the link. This means that
extinction of LOSSOF REMOTEDATA indicates correct operation of the link and extender pair regardless of whether
other HP-IB devices are connected or operating.

SystemConsiderations
Remoie
Site 1

Remote
Site 2

Remote
Site N

Flg.4, Multipointconnection using a 4-wire telephone circuit
enables a controllerto communicate with instrumentsat uD to
31 remote sltes, one site at a time.
Within a minute of losing recognizable data packets, the
remote extender also disconnects. This automatic disconnection was felt to be essential since otherwise any failure
of the dialed connection could leave the remote station
"off-hook" and therefore unable to respond to further call
attempts, clearly an undesirable situation for an unmanned
station.

MultipointOperation
If several distant stations must be accessed frequently, a
multipoint (often called multidrop) arrangement is called
for (Fig.4). Telephone companies arrange leased telephone
circuits specifically for this type of configuration, enabling
all the remote modems' receive ports to be functionally
connected in parallel with the local controlling modem's
transmit port, and all remote transmit ports in parallel with
the local receive port. AII remote modems receive continuously so that each extender is able to wait for its own
address (preassigned by switch selection). A packet containing the required address is sent from the controller-end
372O7A following an addressed instruction from the controller. This causes the 372014 that recognizes its own
address to turn on its modem's carrier and begin corresponding with the controller 372o1.A. Any previously addressed station automatically turns off. For example,
switching from any other multi-point station to station 7 in
the middle of an HP-IB applications program is executed
very quickly and conveniently by means of the addressed
instruction Mz.
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Without actual physical disconnection, the pair of extenders can effectively be isolated from the local (controller)
bus by addressing an IDLE instruction to the local 3720LA.
This prevents communication with the remote site until a
future ACTIVATE instruction occurs, leaving the local instruments to run a program on their own. At first sight, this
idling of the extension functions may seem a strange feature
to want, but it provides solutions to several very practical
operational problems.
Being transparent, the extenders do not know the physical location of the device for which any particular message
is destined. Consequently, normal operation requires that
all messages be transmitted to the opposite site. This means
that all bus operations, even local ones, ordinarily can proceed only at a speed limited (usually) by the rate at which
the serial link allows data to be transmitted. At 1200 bits/s
asynchronous, for example, the effective HP-IB rate will be
about 38 data bytes/second. For local transactions not involving distant instruments, such a relatively slow speed
may be inconvenient. Using the IDLE function increases the
bus speed, enabling the local 372o1.Ato complete the handshake cycle at a rate of up to some 2400 data bytes/s (and of
course watching for its own address) but otherwise taking
no active part in bus operation. Judicious use of IDLE and
ACTIVATE instructions can thereby reduce the effects of
slow data rates.
Another use of the IDLE function is in avoiding system
hang-up when data-link failure occurs-not an uncommon
event in dialed-up connections. Data-link breakdown may
result in the I ocal37 2o'l.A' s transmit buffer rapidly reaching
capacity since the data has nowhere to go, and in this event,
Ihe 37201.A automatically avoids data overflow by holding
up the handshake. Such a suspended handshake, of course,
usually means that further normal bus operation cannot
proceed, not even local transactions.
To cope with such situations a feature may be preselected
by the programmer to clear the transmit buffer automati-

Applying the 372O7AHP-IBExtender
Uses for extendedHP-lBsystemsare virtuallyunlimited,but the
manyof theirpossibilities.
systemoutlinedhereclearlydemonstrates
test center can perThe diagramshows how a telecommunications
form remotemeasurementson large numbersof leasedtelephone
circuitsas theypassthroughdistantoffices,Highqualityprivate-line
and other detelephonecircuits,often used for data transmission
manding tasks,may be accessed for testing at the officesthrough
for exampleot
measurements,
whichtheyare routed.Transmission
level, noise and transientphenomena,need to be carried out
routinelyto verifyquality,and as requiredwhen faultsare reported.
the necessaryequipmentat any
Using37201AHP-lBExtenders,
two remote offices may be operated readily from a conveniently
Control
placedtestcenter,
theneedfor remotepersonnel.
eliminating
equipmentls
and of the measurement
of the circuitaccessswrtching

by standardHP-IBcommands.The bus is extendedto the remote
sites by pairs of 37201Asover modem connections,using automodems.This enablesthe appropriate
dialersand auto-answering
tor end-to-end
two officesin the networkto be called simultaneously
testingof the desiredcircuit.
Normally,
circuitsareroutedstraightthroughthechannelselectors
at each site but, under HP-IBcontrol,each end of any particular
circuit can be rnterceptedand switchedto data-lineanalyzersfor
is also
measurements.
Controlof the measurements
transmission
from the local center and resultsare passed back there, all via the
powerfulnetHP-IB.With more complexswitchingarrangements,
work managementsystemscan be built using readily available
tecnnroues.
-SimonMunay

Remote Oflice 1

Local Test Center

BemoteOttice2
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cally upon prolonged loss of remote data, thereby enabling
handshake operations to resume. Data is lost, but a data-link
failure results in loss of remote control anyway, and the
feature enables local operation to continue without manual
intervention (given a suitable controller program). Upon
such a data-link failure, the local 3720LA can also request
service (SRQ) from the controller to alert it of the event.
Following the service request and a serial poll, the controller's next action should be to idle the extender so that local
bus operations can proceed uninhibited by the failed data
Iink.
Monitoring the Extenders
With many of its facilities in use, the 372O1A interacts in
a complex manner with a data link, modems, dialer, instruments and other 372O1.A's.Keeping track of system
activity could be a significant problem, particularly when
the unexpected occurs at an unattended station. Being de-

signed for systems work, however,the 37201,4 goes a long
way toward providing full information about its own operational state and that of its interfaces.
Basic information is provided by front-panel LEDs, and
for unattended operation similar data may be obtained from
the local 372O"LA'sstatus byte by serial polling. The local
372O1.Acan be enabled to request service (SRQ for reporting the occurrence of several events including the success
or failure of an automatic dialing operation and of data-link
breakdown. Further useful operational data can be obtained
by addressing the local 372o1A to talk, whereupon it issues
four data bytes of additional information to the controller.
lmplementation and Self-Test
Needless to say, the data handling and control functions
lust described are undertaken by a microprocessor. In fact,
along with its RAM and 7K bytes of program ROM, the
microprocessor is the very heart of the 372O1,Aand per-
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OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS
HP Model 37201A HP-IB Extender
HP-IB DATA RAIES'
TWIN-PAIRCABLE INTERFACE:775 data bytes/s.
SYNCHRONOUSMODEM INTERFACE:744 data bvtes/s at 19.2k bits/s and oro-rata
at lower serial data ratos.
ASYNCHRONOUSMODEM INTERFACE:38 data bvtes/sat 1200 bits/s and Drcrata at
lower serial data rates.
*Assumescontinuousdata byle transter
between two devices on short errotrtreelink.
SERIAL DATA RATE
TWIN PAIR CABLE OPERATION:2okbits/slixed.
ASYNCHRONOUS
MODEMOPERATION:150,3O0,600,12OObirs/s.
SYNCHRONOUS
MOOEMOPERATION:Uo to 'l9.2kbits/s.
TWIN PAIR CABLE II{TERFACE
RANGE:1000metres.
CABLE TYPE: Twin twisted pair with separate shields (fecommendedtype Hp8'l2O1187).
LONGITUDINALISOLATION:Provides rejectionoI common-modeinlerference.
MODEM INTERFACE: Compatiblewith EIA RS-232Cand CCITT V.24.
AUTODIALEF INTERFACE: Compatiblewith EIA RS-366and CCTTTV.25.
POWEF REOUIREMENTS:
100/120/22Ol24OVac,
+10-13o/o;49to 66 Hz;30VA max.
OPERATINGTEMPERATUFE:O Io +55.C.
DfMENSfONS:89mm H x 426 mm W x 356 mm D (31hx16qax14in.r.
w E I G H T : 5 . 7k g ( 1 2 . 5t b ) .
PRICElt{ U.S.A.:$1840.
MANUFACTURINGDlvlS|ON: HEWLETT-PACKARDLTD.
South Queensferry
West Lothian EH309TG
Scotland

forms nearly every activity. It is surrounded by specialized
parallel I/O for controlling the HP-IB, modem, and dialer
interfaces, and serial I/O devices for asynchronous and synchronous serial communication. Line coding and decoding
circuits condition the serial data for transformer-coupled
balanced transmission in the twin-pair cable mode, thereby
providing excellent immunity to longitudinal (commonmode) noise interference.
Means of verifying correct operation of a data handling
device such as the 3 7201'A,are most important, since there is
ordinarily little the user can tell about its continuing ability
to fully perform the task. This is particularly true in the
event of system failure when quick identification of the
failed device is needed. To this end, the 372014 has a
self-test mode that causes repeated exercising and testing

David H. Guest
David Guest'searly interestin amateur
radio led to a B.Sc. honorsdegree at
Heriofwatt University,Edinburgh,
Scotland.After joining HP in 1970 he
continuedpart-timestudy leadingto an
M.Sc.degree.At HP, he contributedto
the 3761A Bit ErrorDetectorand was
proiectleaderon the 37704 Amplitude
and DelayDistortionAnalyzer,earning
two patentsrelatingto techniquesused
in the 37704. When family responpermit(he hasa son,1) David
sibilities
relaxesby water-colorpaintingand extending his musicalappreciationwith
his wife's professionalguidance. He
recentlybuilt a traditionalmercury barometer-not a measuremenl
techniquehe expects HP to adopt.

by the microprocessor of nearly all the instrument's
hardware. In addition to tests on ROM, RAM and the processor itself, the HP-IB and serial interfaces are automatically looped-back for verification of correct operation. Failure is clearly indicated by the wrong pattern on the front
panel LED indicators.
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